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PREFACE 
This stuczy- was conducted at the West Junior High School in Ponca 
City, Oklahoma.o Its purpose was to determine if the retarded reader 
could make more progress when special reading instruction was pro-
vided in small classes as compared to the retarded reader following 
the regular c.m.rric:ulumo No attempt was ma.de to provide any help 
o"t,her than special instruction with appropriate materials o 
A survey of literature indicated that large gains in reading 
level could be made in short periods of time. The author was 
interested to see if a class of this nature could be of value to 
the Ponca City School System at the junio:r high levelo 
The writer wishes to express his appreciation and gratitude to 
Dr o Richard Po Jungers, Chairman of the Advisory Committee., for his 
encouragement and helpful adviee throughout the program; to Dr~ 
Kelll!.eth E,, Wiggins and to Dro Guy Ro Donnell for their interest and 
SSS!istance as members of the Advisory Committee; to Dr. Victor Oo 
Hornbostel for his suggestions and guidance in the stastical treat-
ment of the data used in the study; and to Dr o Darrel Do Ray for his 
advice and counsel in the field of readingo 
The writer is indebted to Dro Jo Win Payne and Dro Helmer Eo 
Sorenson for their encouragement to enter and complete the doctoral 
programo 
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He also wishes to express his indebtedness to Mrs. Grace Wallace, 
who taught the special classes, and to Mro Jack Sutliff, Principal of 
the West Junior High Schoolo Without their help, the study could not 
have been conducted~ 
Appreciation is expressed to all others who helped make it 
possible to complete this program. 
The study' is dedicated to rrry wife, Jennieve. Indebtedness is 
expressed for her patience, understanding, and encouragement through-
out the study and for typing all the drafts and final manuscripto 
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CHAPrER I 
THE PROBLEM 
Introduction 
In this age of space, of automation and cybernation, reading 
skills have become increasingly more important to our national security 
and economic productivity. At the beginning of this century, a skill 
learned could be counted on as a source of livelihood for the worker's 
entire working life. How, because of the rapid rate of innovation, a 
skill learned by a youth may become obsolete within ten years. Accord-
ing to calculations made by the United States Department of Labor as 
reported by Monnan (1964), "Expected lifetime job changes at age 20 are 
estimated at six, at age 40--two, and at age 50--one. 11 
Theobald (1964) writes that we are entering into a new social 
order; that we are leaving the industrial age which combined human 
skills and machines to enter a cybernated productive system based on 
machine power and machine skill. Educators today know that they can 
no longer be content to send students into the labor world with only 
manual skills. They must have the ability to retrain themselves 
quickly and adequately for specialized jobs. This requires conunand of 
the fundamental processes of learning (reading, writing and oral com-
munications). The importantance in the accumulation of facts must be 
superseded by educating the individual i n the arts of independent 
study and learning. 
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Teachers, instead of providing set answers about specific 
areas of infonnation (which can probably be done just as well, if 
not better, by books, films and programed instruction) should 
teach their students the arts and skills of inquiry, of asking the 
appropriate and perplexing question, of discourse and dialouge and 
of independent study and learning. (Liverright, 1964). 
Research shows that the greatest single factor causing dropouts 
is the inability to read well enough to work at a given grade level. 
The dropout has been severely handicapped in the labor market in the 
past, but will be even more handicapped in the technological world of 
the future. Of necessity, he must be considered in the educational 
program. If we accept the findings of research in this area, provi-
sions must be made in the curriculum to do everything possible to 
.improve the reading skills of the retarded reader who is a potential 
dropout and in tum a candidate for one of the pennanently unemployed 
of the future. 
Reading, by its very nature, becomes a lifelong learning process 
where skills must be continual~y developed. 
Leaming to read is a lifelong process. From birth to old 
age, each period of life makes its contribution to the development 
of reading abilities, interests, and attitudeso Reading ability, 
as a part of the individual's total development, increases with 
his growth in interests and general ability and with the challenge 
of increasingly complex and difficult reading tasks at each suc-
cessive educational level. (McCullough, Strang and Traxler, 
1946) 0 
Until recently, the teaching of reading has been considered the 
job of the elementary school. It was thought that reading skills 
beyond the first few years would develop incidentally while pursuing 
other courses in the curriculumo Research indicates that this is not 
enough to develop adequate competence in needed reading skills. 
Until comparatively recent years the teaching of reading 
skills was considered the responsibility of prim&ry teachers. 
That it is impossible to complete such instruction in the first 
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three grades became evident as investigations were made into (1) 
the nature of the reading process and the developmental skills 
involved, (2) the skills lacking in reading of middlegrade and 
junior high school pupils, (3) the course of child development. 
Taken together, the results of these studies showed that the pri-
mary child is too immature to acquire the most advanced types of 
skills and that certain skills must be introduced and mastered in 
the middle and upper grades at the earliest. (Bamman, Hogan and 
Green, 1963). 
Investigators have researched the effects of systematic remedial 
instruction in reading. They have found that special instruction in 
reading skills causes more rapid growth in reading achievement than 
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does incidental and unsystematic help. 
Studies have shown that the student whose reading instruction 
was terminated at the end of elementary school was no better 
reader at the end of senior high school than he was when he enter-
ed high school. Wide reading alone will not necessarily result 
in reading improvement. The student who reads widely and con-
centrates on a particular skill, however, can improve his reading. 
The direction and assistance of a competent teacher will insure 
maximum improvement. Hence it is very important that planned, 
sequential, directed reading lessons be continued throughout the 
junior and senior high school. (Massey and Moore, 1963). 
Studies have also shown that provisions for special reading in-
struction tended to decrease the percentage of dropouts in the school 
population. Students felt that the schools were trying to help them 
and many of these studies show definite changes in attitude of the 
retarded reader toward school. 
The past practice in most school systems of terminating 
special help in reading at the close of the sixth grade is not 
meeting the needs of students who are expected to read increas-
ingly difficult and varied materials without receiving help in 
the techniques of reading these materials . The prevalence of 
drop- out in the tenth grade points to the need for special help 
in reading between the sixth and tenth grades. (Penty, 1963). 
Reading involves fundamental skills and without adequate com= 
petence in these skills, no student can be expected to approach his 
potential in any subject area in the school . If he is to benefit 
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from the curriculum he pursues to help prepare him for the world in 
which he lives and works, he must have the opportmrlty to improve these 
skills. Administrators and supervisors have definite responsibilities 
toward making this instruction available to those who need special helpo 
Writing about the responsibilities of' administrators and supervisors, 
Wilste (1961) statesi 
He knows that reading instruction does not stop in the third 
grade--or the sixth--or the ninth. Reading is a gradual process 
of growtho Therefore, the school administrator must be alert to 
the need of reading improvement at all levels, including the 
junior and senior high schools o The program should be designed 
so as to stretch the ability of the best readers as well as to 
reme~ the defects of the poorest. While remedial classes Dl.81' be 
necessary for the children whose abilities are found to be so low 
as to require special attention, the reading program should also 
challenge reading ability of students in all areas and at all 
levels. 
Research has shown the need for special help in reading. Adm.in= 
istrators, supervisors, teachers, and all those charged with the re-
sponsibility of curriculum building should make every effort possible 
to supply such help. 
Statement of the Problem 
Research has shown the need for improving the reading skills of 
the retarded reader as well as the need for developing the skills of 
the more able studento Educators have expressed the need for special 
reading classes on both the junior high and the senior high school 
level. Most administrators and school systems are faced with a short= 
age of reading specialists and trained reading teachers as well as 
limited finances for making special reading classes a part of the cur= 
riculum. As a result, most junior high schoo:S do not provide for 
adequate programs for continuous developnent of reading skills. 
The problem of this study is to detennine whether or not there 
will be a significant difference in the reading levels of seventh grade 
retarded readers when these students are given special instruction in 
small remedial reading classes o A secondary purpose is to detennine 
if there will be significant changes in the attitudes of these readers 
toward English instructiODo 
Purpose of the Study 
Much has been written relating to the causes of reading retarda-
tion. Some research has been done on the junior high level showing 
remarkable gains in reading levels for those participating in special 
reading classes. However, comparative research in this field of study 
appears t9 be limited. 
The purpose of this study is to compare retarded reader gains made 
in special reading classes with retarded reader gains in the regular 
classes of the Ponca City West Junior High School. The infonnation 
gained through this study could be used as a guide for establishing 
special reading classes on the junior high school level in the Ponca 
City School Systemo 
Limitations of the Study 
This study of necessity is limited to a small populationo From 
the statistical viewpoint, it would have been desirable to have had 
much larger samples from a larger population, but from the practical 
point of view and financial limitations, larger samples could not be 
used. This study is confined to one school and to the gains made in 
reading levels for a period of twenty-seven weeks o Inferences must 
be limited to the population sampled. 
Scope of the Study' 
The population from which the samples were taken for this study' 
included all seventh grade retarded readers entering the Ponca City 
West Junior High School in the fall semester of 1965. The Stanford 
Achievement Test, Intennediate ll, Reading Test (Form X) was adminis-
tered to all sixth grade students in the Ponca City School System in 
May of 1965 and the retarded population was determined from these 
scores. 
Ponca City is a town of 30,000 located in North Central Oklahoma. 
It is a progressive agricultural community with two major oil refin-
eries, the Continental Oil Company and the Cities Service Oil Company. 
Most of the parents of students used in this study' are paid average 
salaries although some are paid below average and a few above average. 
The Ponca City School System is organized on the 6-3-3 plan. A 
semi-platoon plan of organization is used in the elementary schoolso 
Science, library, art, music, and ph;y'sical education are taught in 
the platoon. The other subjects are taught in the homeroom which 
consists of one~half of the day. Most of the students used in this 
study' are products of this system. The Junior High Schools are 
departmentalized. 
Definition of Terms 
For clarification, some terms are defined as they are used in 
this stuey. 
Retarded Read.er. For the purposes of this study, any student 
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reading below his grade level, as shown by his score on the Stanford 
Achievement Test, Intermediate II, Reading Test (Form I). 
Special Reading Classes. Classes with a maximum of fifteen retarded 
. readers with emphasis placed upon the instruction of reading skills. 
·The classes met three times a week for the first and third nine week 
periods and twice a week for the second nine week period. Each 
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class period was fifty-five minutes and was taught by the same teacher. 
Regular Classes. Classes scheduled in the regular departmentalized 
program for all seventh grade students. 
Populationo All seventh grade retarded readers enrolling for the 
first time in the West Junior High School in Ponca City. 
Group ! . Group A was placed in the special reading classes. 
Group!· Group B followed the regular program for seventh grade 
students. 
Gates Reading Survez. Forms l and 2 were used in this study. Each 
test consists of three parts; speed and accuracy (36 items), vocabu-
lary test ( 65 items), and level of comprehension ( 21 passages) • The 
survey is published by the Teachers College, Columbia University. 
Stanford_ Achievement Test, Intermediate n, Reading ~ _(!2!:! !) . 
This test consists of two parts, word meatjing (48 items) and para-
graph meaning (64 passages). It is published by Harcourt, Brace and 
World, Inco 
~ Se1f-Administering_!!!!:,_2f.Mental Abilitz, Intermediate Examina-
~: ~ ! __ (grades 4-9). This test consists of seventy-five items. 
It is published by Harcourt, Brace and World, Inc. 
Personalitz _Adjustment Scale. A scale consisting of five items used 
in the study reported by c~~~ __ s. Tum~r, (1961). 
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.i""'.!'.ill.o A test used to compare two meanso t is the ratio of a devia-
tion from the mean, in a distribution of sample statistics, to the 
standard error of that distribution. The test makes it possible to 
contrast the significance of the difference of mean scores. The test 
can only deal with two mean scores at one time an<i with one independent 
variableo The test deals with parametric measurement of interval size 
and normal distributiono 
.2!!!, Square • . X 2 is a method of comparing observed or obtained results 
with those to be expected theoretically- on some hypothesis. 
!!!! Sign~· A test used with two related samples to establish that 
two conditions are different. It uses plus and minus signs rather 
· than quantitative data and is a nonparametric technique where the only 
assumption made is that the variiable under consideration has a con-
tinuous distribution. 
!!!!_ Analysis 2!,_ Covariance. A statistical technique developed to allow 
the investigator to attain a measure of control over individual differ-
ences. It is frequently used in testing hypotheses pertaining to 
differences in academic achievement. Adjustment for initial differ-
ences in variables and a method of adjusting scores are provided by 
this technique. 
Hypotheses to be Tested 
In this study, the following hypotheses will be testedg 
l. There will be a difference in the gain of reading speed and 
accuracy made by Groups A and B. P < .05. 
2. There will be a difference in the vocabulary improvement made 
by Groups A and B. P < .05. 
3 o There will be a difference in comprehension gains made by 
Groups A and Bo P < .05. 
4o There will be a difference in the gain in overall reading 
skills made by Groups A and Bo P < o 05 o 
5o There will be a difference in the personality adjustment made 
by Groups A and Bo P< .05o 
Summary 
9 
The world in which we live today is a reading world. Reading 
skill s are invaluable in school, in business, and in recreational 
activities. Even our individual safety depends upon our ability to 
read, but more important, if we are to be responsible citizens in our 
democratic society, we must be able to read critically and intelligent-
ly o Yet even in our own country where the aim is to educate every-
one to his highest individual potential, we still have nia.ny students 
who are not learning the reading skills necessary to read with enough 
competence to cope with the everyday problems of life. Administrators, 
supervisors, teachers, and others charged with curriculum development 
must provide every possible facility to help students improve reading 
skills. 
This study' is to determine whether or not a significant differ-
ence in reading skills can be shown through the. use of special small 
reading classes for selected pupils. It will also be concemed with 
significant changes in personality adjustmento 
CHAPrER II 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
Much research has been done 1.11 the field of reading, yet little 
research has been reported using comparative techniques on the second-
ary level. The tem "retarded reader" carries maey different conno-
tations to students, parents, teachers, and writers. There are m&n3" 
causes of reading retardation which was explored in this paper. M&n3" 
different types of developmental, corrective, and remedial programs 
have been placed in different school systems to improve the reading 
ability of both elementary and secondary school students. Some of 
these are reviewed. 
The Retarded Reader 
A stigma has become associated or attached to the tem "retarded" 
as many associate it directly with mental retardationo Parents are 
frightened and children embarrassed when the word "retarded" is men-
tioned concerning the progress of the child in readingo Even the word 
remedial has come to have a tainted meaning and maey writers are now 
using the word corrective when referring to programs for helping the 
slow learnero 
Different people see the reader as being retarded in man,y wqs o 
M&n3" look to the IoQo score for expected reading proficiencyo To 
some, if a youngster is reading in a book on a lower grade level than 
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other youngsters in the class., he is a retarded reader. If he is no~ 
in the top reading group, he may be seen by some as being retard.ado 
Some compare the st.udent•s score with national norms through a variety 
of reading tests to determine the level of reading and ue this as·· the 
determinµlg factor for showing reading retardationo Others just sq 
he is not "reading up to his ability.0 In the thinking of some, if 
the student cannot read well enough to meet the demands placed upon 
hirn, he is a retarded read.er. Since most adults are thought to read 
no higher than the upper intermediate grade level, it is the opinion of 
some writers that a large majority of our citizens are retarded in 
reading because of the increasing demands placed upon them. 
Bond and Tinker ( 1957) have worked out a reading expectanc7 for-
mula for determining the expected reading level of a student. This 
formula is solved by' taking the number of ,.ears the child has been in 
school multiplied b7 his IoQ. and adding one. This formula might be 
used as a criterium for determining reading retardation. 
The mental ability of a child is most often used in assessing 
reading expectane7 of the child, but care must be exercised when using 
this measure o One must remember the taking of most I .Q. tests in= 
volves reading abilit7 and therefore mq give inaccurate measurements. 
For this reason, individual mental tests are best suited for the re= 
tarded reader even though some of the verbal aspects still are present. 
The problem of using mental grQWth as a means of assessing 
reading expectancy is a complicated one. The use of mental age 
or grade as the sole criterion of expected attainment in reading 
is of questionable validity. A more suitable and useful approach 
would seem to be to depend upon calculations based on years in 
school and the I.Q. of the child~ (Bond and Tinker, 1957}0 
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For the purpose of this study, the retarded reader by- definition 
will be determined from the score made on a atanciardized test u com-
pared with his grade level. 
Causes of Reading Retardation 
HeKillop (1961) describes reading as a complex perceptual task 
that involves the abili t:, to make fine visual discriminations o Since 
it is a complex perceptual task, any-thing which might interfere with 
quick accurate perception of symbols may prove a handicap. Poer 
vision and hearing are examples. Reading is an abstract task which 
requires seeing relationships not onl;r between word parts but also 
between ideaso If any-thing interferes with this task, the student 
may become fatigued and develop a distaste f'or the reading process. 
Reading is an intel"J)ersonal experience in,volving a relationship be-
tween the reader and the author. It is essentially- a form of commu-
nication .. Communication ma;r fail becau.se the individual does not know 
the language or because he does not care to communicate, the material 
just mq not be important.to him, or he may be £earful or angr.,o 
La.ck of reading skills which produce the retarded reader stem 
from many- causes.. At one time, writers tended to place the blame on 
a single deficiency or a single factor, but research has shawn that 
many complex problems are involved when the youngster does not make 
expected progress in reading. Most of the research to determine the 
causes of reading difficulties has centered about three major areas; 
(1) physical., (2) intellectual, and (.3) emotional. Monroe and Backus 
(1937) classified reading disabilities into five areas; (1) constitu ... 
timal, (2) intellectual., (3) emotional, (la.) ~ducational, and 
1.3 
(5) enviromental. Roswell and Natchez (196.S) used much the same class-
ification, but sq that the investigation of causation is extremely 
complicated whether censidering the causes singly or in combination. 
They' classify the causes as (1) intellectual, (2) phy'sical, (3) social, 
(4) emotional, and (5) ec;lucational. 
Obviously, intellect ultimately detenunes the ability to learn, 
but estimates of intelligence and aoh,ievement should never be consider-
ed ooinpletely valid or reliable. Since reading ia an abstract task, 
most individuls with low I.Q. •s cm. iadividually administered in-
telligence tests will p~ably tend to have difficulty in reading, 
particularly if the teaching method relies heavil7 upon abstract 
generalizations. Roswell and Natchez (19611.) suggest that quaatitative 
scores shnld only be used as rough estimates. 11They merely suggest 
the level at which a child ma:y be expected to read. 11 Intelligence is 
a determinant of reading achievement, but intelligence test scores do 
not neeessaril7 predict the level of reading achievement. 
Research shows that a large percentage of students with serious 
reading difficulties are of normal or su.perior intelligence and that 
they are for some other reason not growiag in reading proficie:Q.cy. 
It must be remembered also, that intelligenQe tests to a large extent 
measlll'9 the youngster's reading ability Slld that even in inclivi~al 
intelligence tests, there are verbal influences which af'fect the 
result of the test. 
In spite of intemperate attacks by 1JDinfol'lll8d persons upon the 
schools and their practices in teaching reading, little has been done 
to research the educational factors coneerneci with the teaching of 
reading. The educational factor inclwies ~ other thiags, the 
echoolsu lack or materials, overcrowded classes an<l poor teachers. 
Some writers are ver, much concerned with the lack or research in this 
important area and it has been suggested that this area should be the 
subject for much future research. 
And of all the possible causes ot reading difficulties, none 
has received so little attention in the literature as those re-
lated to school influences. Despite the several intemperate 
attacks b7 uninformed pers0128 on schools and their practices in 
teaching reading, no one, so far $8 I know, ha$ made a careful 
and thorough stuctr 0£ educational £'actors and their relations to 
students• lack of f'acilit;r in reading. (Karlin, 1964). 
A characteristic of reading is that it must be learned. As with 
other skills, much can be learned about reading without formal instruc-
tion.; but this learning mq prove inefficient and even detrimental 
toward highly skilled performance. Good teaching is an important tac-
tor in acquiring a high degree 0£ reading skill; and conversely', poor 
teaching can be a severe handicap to the learner. No teacher can 
teach adequate reading skills without proper training in this ~a. 
Many writers are suggesting extensive pre-service preparation for 
those planning to teach reading. Karlin (1964) sa;rs: "Too many-
teachers have had to rely' almost entirely' on the teaching manuals that 
acoomp&IV' most reading series.n Poor teaching in the primary grades 
will almost inevitabl7 lead to lll8lV' becoming retarded readers. 
This problem will continue to be magnified, if those charged with 
plamaing the curricula in juior and. senior high schools persist in 
ignoring the need for reading programs which allow £or individual 
differences o Learning to read is an on-going process and schools pst 
continue to provide opportmuties for growth at the secondary level of 
instruction. 
Many ;roungsters have not learned to read because the7 have 
not been taught. A child ma;r have missed a great deal of school, 
have changed schools mai\Y times, or had many different teachers 
in any one year o The class may have been too large; the program 
too poorly organizedo In the upper grades many of the more subtle 
reading skills such as skimming, picking out main ideas, selecting 
the important points to ~ember, may never have been demonstrat .. 
ed, analyzed, or praeticedo (McKillop, 1961)0 
When considering physical factors as a cause of reading retarda-
tion, those of temporary nature as well as t:Pose or a pennanent nature 
llll1St be consideredo All teache;i:-s should recognize that test results 
and learning can be affected by such things as a cold., hay fever., lack 
of sleep and even inadequate clothing. Factors of this nature can be 
corrected., even though some reocurrin.g aspects would have to be 
reeognizedo 
Defects of a pennanent nature are usually listed as foll,ows: 
visual and hearing loses., motor adjustments., glandular deficiencies., 
general health., brain damage, congenital word-blindness and lateral 
dominance. Research investigators are not in agreement about the 
effects of physical disabilities upon a youngster's perfonnance. 
There is usually agreement that if a vision or hearing loss is sus-
pected, the pupil should be referred for an examinationo Bond and 
Tinker (1957) suggest that when a child shows sign of becoming a re-
tarded reader, both parents and teachers have a tendency to think of 
the possibility of visual defieie:neieso It is true that a child's eye 
sight~ be so poor that it is practically impossible for him to reado 
There are a number of less severe eye defects which constitute handi= 
caps to children in the reading situation. When these students try to 
read, they become uncomfortable, squil'ley'., fatigued, and distraught to 
such a degree that they may be able to continue the reading activity 
for only a short period of time. They may even refuse to read at all o 
It is not surprising, therefore, that man;, studies have concentrated 
upon this type of disability as a cause for reading retardation. 
However, investigators themselves and writers who have attempted to 
evaluate these studies are not in complete agreement concerning the 
role of visual deficiencieso 
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Robin.son (19h.'f) in summing up the area of physical de.(ects states: 
Malnutrition, infections and endocrine disturbances are the 
three general physical factors mentioned most frequently as 
possible causes £or failure to learn to read. None of the stud-
ies gave conclusive evidence that these factors are frequent 
causes o Eames found that they occur more frequently among poor 
readers but failed to ascertain their ea~al relationship. 
Ryan (1955) suggests that m.any- poor readers develop due to cir-
cumstances beyond their control. During the past decade the United 
States bas witnessed a large migration of its population. As the 
result, many pupils start a reading program in one school and soon 
find themselves in another comrmmity with an entirely different pro-
gram. This causes them to miss out on important steps in the devel-
opmental processes and they must make educational and emotional ad-
justmentso As a result of being moved to one or more schools, young"' 
sters cannot help but develop some anxieties and insecurity'o 
It is known that maey youngsters have emotional problems which 
affect their learning. It is not true., however, that all youngsters 
with emotional problems do not succeed. Diagnosis of these problems 
are not within the "teacher's area of competence. If a student is 
suspected as having maladjustment, the teacher should always be 
ready' to make a referral to specially trained persons such as a 
psychologist or psychiatrist. There are nl11116rous psychological 
£actors affecting reading retardation. 
The psychological £actors that are related to reading re-
tardation are numerous. Sometimes they are easily identified, 
but at other times they are vague, indefinite, and illusoryo 
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These emotional elements function under the surface, frequently 
in various disguised forms, undermining children's opportunities 
for successful learningo The effectiveness of psychological prob-
lems in halting learning lies in the fact that a child who is pre= 
occupied with fears, anxieties, and guilt feelings cannot concen-
trate on learning to read. When they are under too much pressure, 
when their security is threatened, and when they are frustrated, 
they cannot focus their attention upon academic learning for 
sustained periods of timeo Though they may be physically present 
in the classroom their thoughts are rarely on the lessons in front 
of theme (Roswell and Natchez, 1964). 
Much emphasis has been placed upon the culturally disadvantaged 
child in recent years when considering the influence environmental 
factors have upon the disabled reader. Large ei ties are showing great 
concern for the low socio-economic youngster. The Elementar,r and 
Secondary Edu.cation Act with its new programs and federal monies gives 
evidence of national concern for the underpri vilegedo The disadvan-
taged child may come from the slums of a large city, but cert~nly is 
not restricted to this areao Who is the educationally or culturally 
disadvantaged child? 
The answer varies from state to state, from city to cityo 
He lives not only in the central area of our great citieso One 
southern governor in January of 1964 declared that 20 per cent 
of the citizens of his state can neither read or write, that 50 
per cent of the stateis young people fail to complete high schoolo 
The disadvantaged child is of no single race or coloro Poverty, 
delinquency, failure to achieve the goals established by the main 
stream of society are shared by peoples of all colors and national 
originso 
The disadvantaged individual mq derive from a culture which 
is rich in its own tradition, but which no 1onger prepares its 
members for successful participation in societyo (~lack, 1965)0 
Riessman (1936) in writing about the characteristics of the 
disadvantaged says that they are relatively slow, but not stupid; 
leam better through physical or concrete approach; often appear 
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anti-intellectual; are superstitious and somewhat religious; come from 
a male=centered culture, except for Negro subcultures; are inflexible; 
feel alienated from larger social structure; hold others to blame for 
their misfortunes; value masculini.ty; appreciate knowledge for its 
practical ends, but not for its own sake; are deficient in auditory 
attention; and read ineffectively and are deficient in communication 
skills generally. They are frequently crippled in language development 
and in all forms of communication skills. 
Edwards (1956) points out that (1) ever-increasing attention is 
currently being directed toward the student whose family and c~ty 
background has not prepared him adequately to come to grips with the 
typical school curriculum, (2) his lack of readiness leads to 
frustrations, and ( 3) he frequently becomes a school dropout. 
The culturally deprived child may not have traveled beyond the 
area of his own neighborhood and experiences he may have had of neces-
sity must originate from this neighborhoodo He has had no one to guide 
him and has not had the opportunity to learn many of the skills of com-
municationo It is also likely that the adults within his family and 
those of his acquaintance have the same experiential poverty. Language 
development and the background must also be considered when interpre-
ting an intelligence scoreo This is partioulary true in many homes 
where English is a second language and in the low socio-economic homeo 
Riessman ( 1963) points out that these children have trouble ex-
pressing themselves in a school situation and that they are at their 
best when they can talk about things they have actually seen and done o 
Fear of failure is a big roadblock to their learning as they are placed 
in competition with those who have had many more experiences and 
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training than they have hado 
A Survey of Some Junior High Reading Programs 
Junior high school reading programs may take many different forms" 
They may be remedial, corrective, developmental, or any combination of 
the three o The program may be under the guidance of reading special-
ists, but more often there is not one available. The instruction ma;y 
take place with emphasis of teaching reading in each of the disci-
plines o This of course to a degree must be a part of each subject 
areao Small classes may be formed to be taught by a reading specialisto 
More often, a teacher who is interested in this field of work and has 
had.some training will be the teacher. Some school systems make reme-
dial reading a part of the English class with a given amount of time 
scheduled for developing reading skills. In some schools, a labora-
tory or workshop course is made available to students as an elective 
courseo 
Monroe and Backus (1937) made a study of remedial reading at the 
junior high school level in Wa$hington, De Co Two schools were select= 
ed for the experiment, the t'liot Junior High School (for white chil= 
dren) and the Randall Junior High School ( for colored children) o 
Selections for reading classes were made on the basis of the Metro= 
politan Reading Test scoreso Those children who scored below their 
reading level were grouped together in sections of English classeso 
There were 26 children in the low seventh grade level at the Eliot 
Junior High School. 
The remedial work was carried out in two sections of the seventh 
grade English classes and were taught by the regular English teachers. 
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Those teachers who had not taught in the elementary school reading pro= 
gram met once each week with the counselors and reading specialists~ 
The group of 26 cases made a median gain of lo2 years in reading 
achievement after 14 weeks of special instructione 
The Randall Junior High School was located in the poor section of 
• the city where economic deprivatioIJ. was prevalent$·· Thirty-four chil-
dren were chosen for thi,s study in the same manner as those from the 
Eliot Junior High Sic:hooL After 14 weeks of special teaching., the 
group showed a gain of 0.7 in reading mechanics and lo) years in silent 
reading~ 
In summarizing the two studies, they suggest that remedial work 
in reading is effective at the junior high school level under the con= 
di.tions used in this studyo Children working in groups were able to 
make median gains of from Oe5 to L3 years after 14 weeks of remedial 
work e Individual cases often showed gains of more than two years o In 
:m.a.ny- cases, greater interests in reading and favorable ©hanges in 
behavior accompanied the gainso 
A survey of the reading programs in the Illinoi~ High Schools was 
made by Baughman ( 1960) e Questionnaires were sent to 269 junior high 
schools o There were 133 usuable retums.. Sixty=four per cent of the 
133 schools indicated that they provided for special reading instruc= 
tion. The table which follows shows the programs listed according to 
the nature of instructione 
TABLE I 
READING PROGRAMS IN ILLINOIS HIGH SCHOOLS 
Number of S©lhools 
Remedial 23 
~velopmental 23 
Corre©tive 4 
Developmental and R®medial 9 
Developmental and Corre@tive 5 
Remedial and Cwrre@tive h 
~velopmental, Remedialj and Corrective 3 
Other 14 
= -·=Q =,--=====--===~=-•. = =~=========----""""==-=========-~== 
It i~ obviou~ that only three s@hools offer all three types of 
reading insitru©tiono Empha.$1iS on reading in.stru©tion for those below 
grade level i~ rather new in Illinoi~,, Mtn•e than 50 per @ent of the 
stiho©J1$ initiated their programs during or after the 1957 =58 ~©h~ol 
yea~o In 36 s@hools, spe©ial ©la~~e~ met daily, in ten ~@hools they 
met twi©e weeklyo The othersi ha.d plans; ranging from on©e a week to 
ten peri@ds a we~ko Only 37 p~r ©~nt of the S©hools had ~pe©ia.lly 
trained tea@her~ to aid or provide the instrocition.o A variety of 
per~onnel ~ther than the reading t9a©her were not involved in the 
pr~gram of instru~tiono Four $Chool~ emphasized that all teachers 
were :reading tea©her$io Six involved all language art~ tea©her~o 
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In ~ar,rj 86 of the 133 @©hool~ :reporting offered spe©ial read= 
ing ©la~~e~o M@st of them ba~ed their sele~tion of pupils for ~pe@ial 
Immaturi t;r was given as the ch;i.ef cause tor poor reading. Baughman I s 
conclusions were that too few Illinois Junior High Schools have com-
prehensive programs designed to improve the reading skills ot all 
pupils and that there is a need tor teachers with special training in 
reading instruction. 
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S:i.Jnmons (1963) studied. the reading practices in tlle five state 
area of North and South Dakota, Minnesota, Iowa, and Wisconsin as a 
problem for a doctoral dissertation. The instrwnent used was a tort;r-
item questionnaire that explored several phases ot the high school 
reading program. The questions were categorized. into tour areas (1) 
administrators of the program, (2) nature of the students, (3) general 
characteristics 9£ the program, and (4) specific practices within the 
program. A stratified randOJll sample was drawn and 1.52 schools were 
surveyed. Of this number, 127 responded to the questionnaire. 
Some ot the results ot this surve;r were given as follows: (1) 
more than one-third of the schools stated either flatly or indirectl;r 
the;y had no reading program of any kind; (2) when reading programs 
were indicated, the majority were reported narrow in scope rigicil;y 
administered, and quite limited as to the mmber of students being 
served; (3) most of these placed the most emphasis upon the remedial 
phase of instru.ction. The methods used in placing students in these 
classes seemed both haphazard and rigidly' controlled. A large number 
of administrators could be classified as having no formal training in 
the teaching of reading. Some had. fragmentary training, gained. as 
part at a methods course.. There were few reading specialists and only 
one secondar.Y reading teacher was employed in all the schools respond-
ing to this survey. The study' "il:Lts ,~P the almost COf11plete lack of 
reading instructors whose chief concern is instruction at the high 
school level. These findings paint a drear., picture ot to481' 1s sec-
ondary' reading programs. The concept of expanded scope in high school 
reading instruction haa apparentl.J made ver, little impact on our 
present school systems. 
As a part of a stuq of abilit7 grouping programs in Midwestern 
High ·Schools, Cawelti (1963) found that twent7-seven out of the fort7-
two schools studied had some type of reading program. Fifteen of the 
twent7-seven regarded their programs as essentially remedial as they 
required sP9cial ~struction only' for those students whose reading 
abili t7 was below that expected for their grade level. Eight schools 
had programs which took students voluntarily, regardless of the rela-
tionship between reading ability and grade level. The remaining four 
schools had both remedial and developmental progr~s. In twenty-one 
of the high schools the instruction was provided during the regular 
class period ( usually English); in the remaining six schools instruc-
tion came during special periods or eutside of school hours. 
The most common plan provided remedial instruction for a period 
of nine months; eighteen schools followed this plan. Variations 
appeared within this procedure from daily instruction to wo or three 
times a week. Seven schools provided instruction £or one semester; 
in the remaining two schools instruction lasted from three to six 
weeks. All schools with students whose reading abilities were below 
the expectations for their grade level did not require students to 
participate in this instruction. 
Various materials were ued in the special reading instruction. 
One accelerator was found in eighteen of the twenty'-seven schools. 
Fourteen schools had at least one S.R.A. Reading Laborat.017 and five 
schools used speed illlprovement films. Only' three schools were using 
a tachistoscope. Various reading materials including commercial 
periodicals were avallable. 
Administrators frequently said they would like to do more or 
improve existing programs, but were handicapped by lack et trained 
penmrm.el and finances. 
McCrea.ey (1959) describing the reading program of the Wooster, 
Ohio Schools states the philosoplzy" of the Wooster Schools is that every 
child should be given the opportunity to learn to read according to his 
potential abili'l;yo The pr0gram was started in the tall of 1950. This 
report covers. a period of nine years. It had its beginning in the 
elementaey schools and was later expanded to include the junior high 
school. She states that children who are average and above average 
can show a gain of two or three levels with a few months of individual 
instruction. If the pupil is slow ... learning and his I .. Q. is such that 
he mq never bridge the gap between his reading achievement and grade 
placement, the individual instraetion is carried on int.be junior high 
school. In the junior high school reading improvement program, some 
instruction is done in small groups and some individual instruction is 
given. The type instruction the student receives depends upon his 
needs., No special classes are scheduled., but special reading teachers 
help the cl~ssroom teacher .. She concludes the needs of all types of 
children can best be met through partial segregation from the regular 
classroom... Over a period of nine years, truancy had been reduced t~ 
a min:iJrmm. and many- examples can be given of pupils who were greatly 
retarded at the beginnjng of the program that ha.ve shown e;reat 
improvemento Man;r of these former pupils are now ea.ming their living 
as useful law=abiding citizenso 
Lawson (1963) reports motivation through reading was the objec-
tive of the Samuel Gompers Junior High School in Los Angeles. This 
school enrolled 3,350 pupilso There seemed to be a lack of interest 
in academic achievement and it was felt this lack or interest stemmed 
from inability to follow directions and some rather serious readi.Dg 
dif'ficul ties o It was decided to devote the full time or two teachers 
to a program or basic and remedial reading. Classes· were scheduled 
during the school day which numbered from fifteen to twenty pupilso 
It was found this experimental program did not meet the needs of 
the school and the program was expanded to include all of the entering 
B7 class in September of 1960 o It is his opinion if this type of 
program is to be successful, students must have the desire to read. 
The program was generall.7 oriented in this direction with the following 
aims~ (1) orienting teachers to the methods, equipment., and enthusiasm 
of the program; (2) exciting students to read on their own by introduc:= 
ing materials at their individual interest and ability level; (3) de= 
veloping specific reading skills, such as comprehension, concentration, 
study skills, phrase reading., purposeful reading., and critical reading 
(4) diagnosing and evaluating the reading habits of pupils so that 
their particular problems could be referred to the regular reading 
classes; and (5) detecting visual deficiencies so they could be 
:referred to the school nurseo 
The B7 English/social studies two=period core classes were asked 
to participate in a six=week portion of the program o The regular 
te~her took his class to the reading room for one period each day' for 
$ll weeks o The reading teacher conducted the class and the core 
teacher assisted hi.mo Standardized tests showed gains that exceeded 
expectation.so Those with IoQ .. 0s of 90=100 and retarded one or more 
years showed the most gaino From a survey of the number of books 
checked out before the program and after the program, it was .found 
there was an increase of 20 per cent in the circulation of library 
bookso The results of a follow up testing program a semester later 
showed there was surprising growth during the semester following 
participation in the programo 
Cramer (1963) reported progress in improved reading levels at the 
Roosevelt Junior High School in Hamilton, Ohioo Through remedial 
reading classes, a study of 113 students with severe reading retarda-
tion showed a median gain of lo2 years during the initial four week 
remedial programo Median I oQ o for the group was established at 89. 
The groups ranged in size from 10 to 24 pupils and met daily. They 
were given initial individual :instruction in the area of mechanical 
reading ~kills with emphases placed upon basic phonetic elements and 
stru©tural analysiso 
A slightly different approa~h to remedial reading in a junior 
high sch©ol is suggested by Wurtz {1960)0 There was no reading spec= 
ialist available and the budget for purchase of special reading mate= 
rials W&il limitedo Twe:nty=five students were selected ·on the basis of 
I.,Q., and reading level from tests given in the sixth gradeo Five of 
those sele©ted had an IoQo of less than 90 with the top limit being 
1100 Reading retardation was one or more yearso 
These students were sectioned so that they had sympathetic and 
understanding teachers in each of the departmental subjects o These 
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teacheris met once a month and all worked to coordinate their activ= 
ities to impri>ve the reading skills of this groupo At the end of the 
eighth grade 9 the average I.Q. was 96 and the average pupil had gained 
three years in reading level in L9 school years o Other values seen 
in the program in.cludedg (1) changes in attitude of pupils toward 
reading» (2) increased oral reading confidence, (3) in.creased use of 
the libra:ey ad (4) the purchase of books from a teenage book clubo 
He con©ludes that an effe©tive jtmior high=school reading program 
can be developed with limited resources if; (1) there are interested 
teachers who will work together, ( 2) the program is a two year one, 
and { 3) an intelligence qu.otient of 90 be nmiin.al but not a rd.gid 
minimumo 
Smith (1963) :repoirts one of the most important recent educational 
trends in. Missouri is the extension of reading instruction into the 
junior high school o A recent study shows more than 80 per cent of 
the AAA Missouri schools ( outside St o Louis and Kansas City) which 
mcluda gradelili serven and eight offer stue type program of reading 
instructiono He paraphl'ues the late William So Gray"u s criteria for 
a so-md reading program as follHsg (1) has u its purposes to promote 
the all=reund development of stude:rJLts ed. to promote the needed atti= 
tu~s., 'i!lmderstandings and skills; (2) is an all=sehool program which 
mvolves the support and creative effe)rt c,f all staff members; (3) is 
ieontinuc:n1s and is structured in accordance with the stud.en.ts v charac= 
terlstics., interests and needs; (4) is fiexible and makes provision 
for the individ.u.al differences o:t students; (5) provides a wide variety 
of suitable reading materials, and (6) makes provision for continuous 
appraisal of the program¥ a whole and of its v¢011S p~o 
Using-these criteria to evaluate the reading programs of 100 AAA 
Missou'l"i. cooperating schools, only' seven were selected as having a 
sound program. He draws the following conclU$ions from his stu.dy': 
(1) some type of grouping is necessary, usually- small classes; (2) 
mechanical devices were found to be necessar,r; ( 3) a standardized 
testing program is needed; (4) teachers need professional train:ing and 
in=service training; (5) all students should be involved in the pro= 
gram; and ( 6) continuous evaluation is necessar.r. It is his opinion 
that the training of personnel, particularly supervisors in instruc ... 
tional problems and procedures, is Missouri 8s major problem. 
Turner ( 1961) summarizes a research project of special reading 
instruction conducted in the Sarasota, Florida Junior High School. 
Students were not admitted to the remedial classes unless the pupil 
himself requested it. :b"'tudents allowed to enroll in the five classes 
were evaluated by I .Q. tests and the Gates Reading Surve7 Tests. Not 
more than. fifteen pupils were admitted to any one class and the classes 
met for a fifty=minute period each d~ for one semester. Special 
reading materials were made available to the classes and the wo-rit>.of 
the classes was set up so that approximately SO per cent ot the pupilffs 
time was spent in free reading .. The other 50 per cent of his time was 
spent on :materials wbich seemed mGst suited to his need.so 
The seventy=three papils participating in the stu.dy' were divided 
into seven. groups and the results of th.e stuq are listed in the 
following tab:\,e .. 
TABLE II 
TURNER 0S SUMMARY OF THE SEVEN GROUPS 
'.!;_"Q c Rro1ge of 
·· Group 
GROUP HeN Pinto 
=oooup··I - -
Henmon~elison 
IeQo80 or bel©W 
GROUP Il 
Pupils with 
Visual Defe©ts 
GROUP III 
Pupil~ with 
Emotional Probo 
GROUP IV 
Hemnon=Nelson 
IoQe 81=90 
GROUP V 
Enrichment 
Choice 
GROUP VI 
One Pha~e of 
Reading 
GROUP VII 
Henmon=Nelaon 
90 or above 
General Rea.ding 
Help Wanted 
67=80 76=108 
91=112 91=112 
79=104 66=118 
81=90 81=114 
103=145 90=126 
97=135 109=120 
91=117 71=122 
Changes in 
Per@o Adjo Octo=Jano 
Up Same · Down 
8 4 
1 2 
11 3 
5 4 
2 3 
3 2 
7 6 
TI r 
1 
1 
1 
3 
1 
2 
3 
12 
Avero Gain of 
Noo of Group=Gates Test 
Pupils Septe=Jano 
1.3 
4 
15 
12 
6 
7 
16 
=rr-
ol7 grade$ 
.,45 grades 
c77 grades 
c82 grades 
083 grad.es 
le2 grades 
le34 grades 
l'y 
'©> 
As can be seen from the table, the students were divided into 
groups according to their ability, their particular problems or the 
reason they chose the reading oourseo 
Turner makes the following recommendations based upon this study: 
( l) students with I oQ o Os of 80 or below should be screened most care= 
fully, (2) special reading classes are not advisable for pupils with 
specific eye problems as gains for this group will be slight; (3) 
children with emotional problems desiring help in'reading can profit 
from the permissive atmosphere and smaller classes, but caution should 
be used to avoid filling the classes with disciplinary problemso 
Pupils with Henmon=Nelson I.Qo 9s 81-90 whose non verbal IoQo•s are 
above 90 can apparently raise their reading level up to or nearly 
equal to their potential level. The group who chose reading simply 
because they liked to read were a joy to the reading teacher, but 
care should be used in selections because there are other pupils who 
are in greater need of the remedial programo Pupils who really desire 
to improve their reading can accomplish excellent results in one semes= 
tero In most c:ases 11 average11 pupils with IoQo ns of 90 or better3 who 
really desire to improve their reading ability can make excellent pro= 
grass in one semester of special reading help in classes of 15 pupilso 
It is her opinion that these pupils should be given first consideration 
for admission to these classeso A personality adjustment scale con= 
sisting o:r five items was administered in October and Januar,ro It is 
her belief the most help to the pupils as a whole is the individual 
attention which aids them in making better personality adjustmentso 
These five items were used in this study and are listed in Appendix Eo 
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Pent,y (1956) reporting a study of remedial reading in the Battle 
Creek Public Schools say-s that the growing desire of adolescents to 
be like other young people their own age is an incentive to learn to 
read as well as their classmates o Teaching reading at the junior high 
level, therefore, can br.LDg rich rewards since most of these students 
are eager to receive helpo 
Most of the children selected for this study' were two or more 
years below their grade levelo For the most part, they were of average 
intelligence o Work was done in groups of six students for a period of 
one hour two days each week. Students were excused from English 
classes and/or social studies classes as disappointment was frequently 
expressed when elective classes were missed. Because of the pressure 
of numbers, only twelve weeks help was permitted ma.Izy" students. 
Emphasis was placed on the improvement of reading skills and bolstering 
their self ~confidenceo Application was made of the SQ3R method. 
Library reading was encouraged as soon as boys and girls had establish= 
ed independent reading skills and help was given in the selection of 
books of their interest and at t heir grade levelso Standardized 
tests provided objective measurement of reading growth. These were 
administered at the start and at the end of the twelve week program. 
The range of gain in years and months of reading abi lit y made in 
the twelve weeks by all 318 pupils enrolled in the program over the 
two=and=a=half'=year period was as follows g (1) vocabulary, .o to 4.6; 
(2) comprehension, .Oto 4oO; and (3) total, oO to 4.3. Only 29 
students failed to show gains in a twelve-week periodo The average 
gain in years and months of reading ability of the 27 students enrolled 
int~ program each twelve weeks was as follows: (1) vocabulary, .8; 
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( 2) comprehension, lo2; and (3) total, loO. Her conclusions from these 
data were that junior high school boys and girls can make very good 
gains in reading ability if individual needs are diagnosed and if the 
methods and materials used meet their needs. 
A Comparative Study 
Rasmussen and Dunne (1962) report the results of a study of a 
corrective reading program conducted at the Walled Lake Junior High 
School, Walled Lake, Michigano At the start of the program, teachers 
handling the corrective classes had not had special reading training 
in t he teaching of remedial classes. Dr. Harry H. Hahn of the Oakland 
County Reading Clinic assisted in the program by giving demonstrations, 
acting as a consultant, and assisting with the testing and evaluation. 
Wa;yne State University offered a graduate course in the teaching of 
readingo This course met in the junior high school and enrolled all 
the teachers participating in this programn 
The research was designed to test two hypotheses. Retarded 
readers with nonnal intelligence will have (1) a greater improvement 
in reading ski lls j and (2) a smaller drop=out rate, as a result of 
placement in a correctional reading class. The control group comprised 
of 19 boys and one girl was compared with the correctional group com= 
posed of 36 boys and 23 girls o Using students from the correctional 
group$ a matched pairing was made for the control groupo They were 
matched according to intelligence quotient and reading age sco1<e 
obtained at the end of the sixth grade, parent's education, and mean 
school absences for all grades attended in the junior high schoolo 
The matched correctional group and the control group had 19 boys and 
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one girl in each . 
This study spanned three years between the tests of reading skills . 
Students in the correctional group made more improvement (lo.52 mean 
growth) t han those of the control group (1 . 26 mean growth in reading 
achievement) but the difference was small and not statistically sig-
nif icant, Clearly then, the first hypothesis was rejected. The second 
hypothesis was confirmed. Retarded readers do have a smaller drop-out 
rate as a result of being placed in corrective reading classes. 
Sunnna.ry 
Writers, educators, parents, and others do not always have the 
same conception as to the meaning of the term "retarded reader. 11 
Since there is not general agreement on the criteria for defining the 
retarded reader, it is defined for the purpose of this study as the 
pupil who is reading below the level of his grade placement as shown 
by his scores on a standardized testo 
There are many reasons listed in the literature which are thought 
to contribute to reading disability. These are usually catergorized 
under five general headings; physical, mental, social, emotional, and 
educational. In the past, much of the research has been concentrated 
upon the physical aspects thought to be the most important causes of 
a youngster not reading up to his expected potential . Emphasis is now 
being placed upon the social or culturally deprived student and upon 
the educational f actors involved. Much research is needed i n these 
areas and the new federal support programs should lend added impetus 
to those interested in researching all the aspects of t his important 
discipline. 
Many researchers feel that the causes of retardation must be 
corrected before progress can be made o In many cases, this involves 
specially trained personnel, facilities, and financial resources that 
are not readily available to most school districts o ~me writers do 
suggest that regardless of these many deficiencies, some progress can 
be made. 
The results and conclusions of the research studies indicate that 
much progress can be achieved in reading level gains over short periods 
of time, if certain conditions are met. Most writers are in agreement 
t hat class sizes should be small (10-15) to allow for individual in= 
struction and to allow a more permissive climate than is possible in 
the regular classroom. Literature seems to indicate that children with 
an I oQo of 80 or less should be excluded or at least be vecy carefully 
screened before being pl aced in a remedial reading class o There is 
some disagreement concerning the length of time necessary to show sig= 
nificant gains in reading levels, but many writers have shown that sub-
stantial gains can be made in periods of from six weeks to one semestero 
There are those who feel that one or more years are necessacy to show 
significant gains. It should also be pointed out that Rasmussen and 
Dunne failed to show a significant difference in the gains made by the 
controlled and correctional groups over a period of three years. Many 
writers feel that the most important gain shown in special reading 
classes is the personality adjustment or attitude change on the part 
of many subjects. 
Many studies have been made concerning special reading classes of 
different kinds in an effort to provide an effective reading programo 
Much of this research had been concentrated on remedial reading. 
Compara.ti.v-e research on the junior and senior high school level that 
has been reported seems to be limitedo 
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CHAPTER III 
PROCEDURES AND INSTRUMENTS 
A discussion of the procedures and instruments used are presented 
in this chapter. The design of the study and methods of selection of 
tne subjects are given. The qualifications and limitations of the 
special reading teacher are discussed. Materials and classroom pro-
cedures used throughout the study are discussed. A description of the 
instruments used in selection of the subjects and instruments used to 
evaluate progress is presented. 
Design of the Study 
Seventy- two seventh grade students of the West Junior High School, 
Ponca City, Oklahoma, participated in this study. These students were 
divided into two groups, .38 in Group A and 36 in Group B. Group A was 
not scheduled for music in order that they could be placed in special 
reading classes. Group B followed the regularly scheduled program for 
the seventh grade. The class size for Group A was held to a maximum 
of fifteen students • The classes met three times a week during the 
first nine weeks period and two times a week during the second nine 
weeks with fifty-five minutes allowed for each class period. The 
study was concluded at the end of twenty-seven weeks which actually 
allowed for seventy-two class periods of fifty-five minutes. The same 
teacher taught the three special classes. 
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Students in both Groups, A and B, were pre=tested With Fonn 1 of 
the Gates Reading Survey during the first two days of schoolo At the 
end of the twenty-seven week period covered by the study, Groups A and 
B were post-tested with Form 2 of the Gates Reading Survey. During 
the third week of school, English teachers were asked to rate the 
, , 
subjects in both groups with the Personality Adjustment Scale used by 
Turner (1961) o Inunediately following the twenty-seven week period, the 
teachers were again asked to rate the students by the same scale with-
out reference to the first rating. 
Selection of the Subjects 
All sixth grade students in the Ponca City Elementary Schools were 
given the Otis Self-Administering Tests of Mental Ability, Intermediate 
Ex:amination, Fom A for grades 4-9 by April of 1965. In M83' of the 
same year, the Stanford Reading Intermediate Test, Form X was adminis-
tered to all sixth grade students in the Ponca City Public School 
System. All students scoring below their grade level on this achieve= 
ment test were considered to be retarded readers for the purposes of 
this study. 
All retarded readers who were to attend West Junior High School 
were then paired by sex and matched as nearly as possible by the scores 
made on the Otis Self=Administering Test of Mental Abilityo Following 
the findings of ma:zy- studies reviewed, those having IoQ. scores less 
than 80 were excluded and were not considered for this study. From 
these pairs, nineteen pairs of boys and eighteen pairs of girls were 
randomly selected and one from each pair was placed in Group A with 
the second one of the matched pair placed in Group B. 
• 
The Special Reading Teacher 
The teacher, Mrs. Grace Wallace, was selected to teach these 
special reading classes knowing that there would be many slow learners 
and perhaps some discipline problems. Before joining the faculty at 
West Junior High School, she had nine years of elementary teaching 
experience. It has been suggested by some writers that it is desirable 
for a teacher to have this type experience as a prerequisite for teach-
ing remedial reading in the secondary school. 
What particular skills must this teacher of remedial reading 
possess? Experience has pointed to the desirability of previous 
experience in the teaching of developmental reading to elementary 
school children. Many of the students in the remedial program 
in the secondary school are reading at levels commensurate with 
the skills of the children in the intennediate grades, and the 
most severely retarded students ma;r not possess skills above the 
primary level. At whatever level the skills are found to exist, 
they can be more easily detected and treated by the teacher who 
has had experience in teaching skills at those levels. (Bamrnan, 
Hogan, and Greene, 1963). 
Mrs. Wallace has a masters degree in English from the University 
of Oklahoma. She is certified to teach elementary work and English in 
the secondary schools of Oklahoma. She has also done graduate work at 
ColUJ1bia University and has some graduate clinical experience in read-
ing at the University of Oklahoma. She has not, however, been trained 
as a reading specialist. 
An Assumption 
As was pointed out in Chapter II, there are ina.ey causes of reading 
disabilities. Because of these disabilities, bad attitudes and poor 
self-concepts, many writers are of the opinion that little progress 
can be made toward improving the skills of the retarded reader until 
these difficulties have been diagnosed and treated. Lack of profea~ 
sional personnel and finances make this treatment impossible µi man.,v 
school systems; yet the retarded reader is still present in these 
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systems. However, some writers hold that progress can be made regard-
less of these many difficulties. 
Many of the causes for reading disability are quite beyond 
the reach of the school: Brain damage cannot be repaired. De-
fective intelligence cannot be made nonnal. A personal history 
fraught with rejection, frustration, cruelty, and deprivation 
cannot be forgotten. Unbalanced, unfit, or unloving parents 
cannot readily be refonned. Previous frustration and failure 
which have made reading an object of irrational terror for an 
individual cannot be forgotten. Circumstances for some nonreading 
pupils may be such that teachers, counselors, tutors, reading 
specialists:, social workers, and psychiatrists, working singly or 
in close cooperation, cannot succeed in teaching him to read. 
But usually despite unfavorable factors in the pupil's life and 
environment which cannot be overcome, some progress is possible . 
(Builock, 19$9). 
This study is based on the assumption that progress is possible 
in spite of existing unfavorable factors in the pupils' lives and 
environments. Therefore, no professional help was used other than the 
special reading teacher. 
Special Materials Used 
Within the limitations of the money available, the following 
materials were selected to be used in this study: 
EDL Controlled Reader = material levels, grades 4, 5, and 6 
Readers Digest Skill Builders - grades 3, 4, 5, and 6 
Reading for Meaning~ grades 4, S, and 6 (J.B. Lippincott 
Company) 
Webster Word Wheels 
SRA Reading Laboratory IIIa 
Gates=Peardon Reading Exercises, Intermediate, RD, FD, and SA 
A Call to Adventure, Lyons Carnahan ( Classmate Editions) 
Flash Cards, word recognition and phrases 
New Goals in Reading, The Steck Company 
Progress in Reading, The Steck Company 
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To make more reading materials available, the teacher encouraged pupils 
to bring books from home and to make use of the materials in the city 
libraryo 
Classroom Procedures 
As stated above, the study is based on the assumption that pro= 
gress can be made without the use of outside professional helpo The 
teacher studied the cumulative folders from the elementary schools . 
Knowing that many problems already mentioned existed and were per-
t inent to this study, the first few periods were used in an effort to 
establish a climate where students could be relaxed and comfortable; 
where they would feel free to express themselves concerning their 
problems and interest.so 
After the teacher had developed sane desirable rapport with the 
students, it was necessary to diagnose their individual reading prob-
lems and to determine each of their reading levels. Reaaing disabil-
iti es were determined through observation of each student 1s reading 
performance using the Readeras Digest materials and the S .. RoAo Reading 
Laboratory, with the teacher checking each pupil~s performance. 
Each st udent was then placed at the level of reading where it was 
felt he could achieve some success. 
Since most authorities agree that wide and varied reading is one 
of t he best methods of vocabulary development, the pupils were urged 
to read many books outside the class periodso They were encouraged 
to bring books from home and make f'ull use of the ei ty library o To 
help further vocabulary develo:pnent, each student kept a notebook in 
which he recorded new words encountered in his reading $,].on~ with 
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definitions and meanings of these words o Students were taught die= 
tionary skills and were encouraged to use them as they worked in their 
notebooks o As often as possible, the teacher listened to each student 
read orally o 
Emphasis was placed upon comprehension from silent reading. If 
the student failed to attain adequate knowledge of the material, he 
was asked to reread the passage to find the correct answerso S.R.A. 
materials and Reader's Digest materials were used throughout the study-
to evaluate and improve skills o The EDL Controlled Reading Machine 
ordered for use in these classes did not arrive at the start or the 
study-, but was available for the last twenty-three weeks. 
Evaluative Instruments 
The Otis Self=Administering Test of Mental Ability, Form A, grades 
4 to 9, was used to determine the I.Q. of the populationo It is pub-
lished by Harcourt, Brace and World, Inco Dr. Arthur So Otis, who 
formerly was a specialist with the Advisory Board of the General Staff, 
United States War Department, is its author. The test consists of 75 
items using a wide variety of questions which have been arranged in 
the order of difficulty according to the number of passes on each item 
by the students taking the preliminary editions. Reliability was de= 
termi.ned by means of correlation between different forms of the same 
test. The coefficients of correlation of Forms A and B are listed by 
Otis (1928)0 
Group I, Form A first, 215 cases, r = 0951; 0006) .948 
Group II, Form B first, 212 cases, r = .943 = .007) 
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Ind.i vi dual non=ve:rbal I .Q. tests scores would have been more de-
sirable since the scores on Otis Self-Administering Tests of Mental 
Ability are influenced by the pupil 0s ability to read. However, since 
this is the IoQo score available to the junior high school for all 
pupils entering the seventh grade, it seemed desirable and practical 
that these test scores be used in this study. 
The Stanford Achievement Test, Intennediate II, Fonn X, Reading 
. ' 
Test, was used to identify the retarded reader as defined in Chapter I. 
'. 
It is published by Harcourt, Brace and World, Inc. and its authors are 
Truman Lo Kelley, Richard Madden, Erick F. Gardner, and Herbert Co 
Rudman. It is specifically designed to test word meaning and para-
graph meaning. The test consists of forty-eight items in word meaning 
and sixty=f our items in paragraphilllg meaning. The odd-even split-half 
reliability coefficients, the Kuder Richardson reliability coefficient 
corrected by the Speannan=Brown Prophecy Formula and the Kuder-
Richardson Fonnula 20 show the correlation of the word meaning test 
to be .90. The same formulas show the correlation of the paragraph 
meaning test to be .93 and o92o These values are based on a sample of 
1000 from each gr ade , 5.6 and 6.6, drawn randomly from 76 school 
systems. 
The Gates Reading Survey has been used in many studies and was 
selected for use with this study because it is recognized as a good 
indicator of reading ability. Bond ( 1951) says that it is a good 
measure of silent reading ability o 
The survey is published by the Bureau of Publications, Teachers 
College 9 Columbia University with Dr. Arthur I. Gates its author o The 
survey consists of three sub=testsi speed and accuracy, vocabulary, 
and level of comprehensiono The speed and accuracy part of the test 
consists of 36 paragraphs of substantially equal difficultyo The 
vocabulary sub-test consists of 65 items arranged in order of diffi-
culty" The level of comprehension test is made up of 21 passages 
arranged in order of increasing difficultyo The raw score of each 
subject can be converted to grade level and age scores o The average 
raw score and each sub=test raw score were used in this study" 
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Three forms of the survey are available. Form 1 was used for the 
pre=test and Form 2 was used as the post-test in this study o Gates 
(1960) says that the three fonns are equivalent to each other. He 
lists coefficients in the Supplement Manual for grade 6.8 as: .83 
for speed and accuracy, .88 for vocabulary, and .84 for level of 
comprehension. For grade 808 they are listed as: .86 for speed and 
aceuracy, 087 for vocabulary., and .88 for level of comprehension. 
The Personality Adjustment Scale reported in Turnern s study 
(1961) was used by the English teachers to rate pupils or both Groups 
A and Bo The subjects were rated at the end of the tnird week in 
September and again at the close of the stuey in March. No reference 
was made to the first ratingo The scale consists of five items which 
are listed in Appendix Eo 
Summary 
Two groups of seventh grade students were selected from a popu= 
lation of retarded readers as defined in Chapter Io One of these 
groups was given special reading instruction in small classes and 
the other group followed the regular curricultllll. Both groups were 
pre=tested and post=tested with different forms of the Gates Reading 
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Survey. It was pointed out that this study will provide special in-
struction in small classes with no outside professional helpo Class= 
r·oom procedures and materials were discussed and a brief description 
of t,he evaluative instruments used in the study were givenc These 
included the Otis Self=Administer.ing Tests of Mental Ability, the 
Stanford Achievement Test for Reading, The Gates Reading Survey, and 
a Personality Adjustment Sca+eo 
CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS AND STATISTICAL TREATMENT OF DATA 
The study was started the second week in September 1965 and was 
terminated at, the end of the third week in March 1966, covering a 
period of twenty=seven school weeks. The Stanford Reading Test, 
Form X was used as a basis for the selection of the population of 
retarded readers. The Gates Reading 'Slrvey, Fonn 1 was used as a 
pre- test and the Gates Reading Survey, Fonn 2 was used as the post-
test or criterion variable. The raw scores of all tests are listed 
in Appendixes F through G. 
Nineteen boys and eighteen girls were selected for each group, 
A and B. These were matched by sex and by their scores on the Otis 
Self=Administering Tests of Mental Ability. In December, one of the 
girls in Group A moved to East Junior High School in Ponca City. One 
boy in Group A dropped out of schooi in November and a boy in Group B 
moved to Kansas City the latter part of September. This left seven-
teen girls and seventeen boys in each of Groups A and B, or thirty= 
four subjects in each of the groups when the study terminated. 
Statistical Methods 
Analysis of covariance was the statistical technique selected to 
test hypotheses one through four. This method of testing a hypothesis 
provides the investigator a means of at least partially controlling 
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individual differences among members of the groups that might influence 
their response to the criterion variableo It incorporates elements of 
both analysis of variance and regression whieh allows this measure of 
@ontrol of the covariates so that differences or groups compared on 
the basis or the criterion can be attributed to the treatment being 
testedo This technique is especially useful when the researcher wishes 
to test a hypothesis which is concemed with differences in ac~c 
a@hievemento .Analysis of covariance was used in this stud;r to control 
the effects of' I oQ o s the Stan.ford Reading Test, and the Gates Reading 
Survey used as the pre=testo 
Chi=squ.are was used to determine whether or not there was a sig;. 
nifi@antdifference.in personality adjustment between the two groups 
at the start of the study-o It was also used to determine if there was 
a significant difference in personalit7 adjustment at the termination 
of tJ;ie study-.. This test compares the clifference between observed 
results and the expected results and is a non-parametric technique 
that can be used with ordinal or nominal measurements .. 
Tne sign test was also used to determine if there was a signifi .. 
~a:nt difference in personalit7 adjustment in Group A and Group B 
during the studyo This test is also a non-parametric test and is use-
ful with ordinal and nominal measuremento 
Testing the Hypotheses 
Hypothesis I.. There will be a significant difference in reading 
speed and accuracy made b7 Groups A and B .. 
· The mean I .,Q" vs ot both Groups A and B and the mean scores on the 
Stanford Reading Achievement T~st are presented in Table III. The 
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speed and accuracy scores on the Gates Reading Survey .for bath groups 
a:roe also giveao These scores which are related to each student's re-
spense and could conceivably intluence his response to the criterion 
variable were controlled by using them as covariates in the analysis 
of covariance o By using them as control variables, possible bias in-
troduced by individual di.f.ferenees are removed in so .far as these 
.factors adequately represent the differences in questiono. The crite-
rion variable is the score measured by Form 2 o.f the Gates Reading 
Survey o The info:nnation as shown. in the table indicates that the group 
in the special reading classes and the group following the regular pro-
gram showed some gaino The mean score as shown by the criterion vari-
able was 160320 The mean IoQ. of the sixty-eight students was 98.46. 
The mean score of both groups on the Stanford Achievement Reading Test 
was .51040 and on Form 1 of the Gates Reading Survey the mean score 
was l3o27o 
Group A 
Group B 
Total 
TABLE III 
SUMS OF THE MEANS OF THE CRITERION AND CONTROL VARIABLES 
FOR GROUPS A AND B FOR SPEED AND ACCURACY 
Form 2 
Gates Reading 
Survey Test 
Scores 
k ~y y 
34 556 i6o35 
34 554 16029 
68 1110 16.32 
Form l 
Gates Reading 
Survey Test 
Scores 
-z. X1 X 
449 13.21 
454 1303.5 
903 13027 
Stanford 
Reading Test 
Scores 
~X2 X2 
1787 52o56 
1708 50.24 
3495 .51.40 
Otis IoQ. 
Scores 
2: X3 X3 
3345 9a"~3a 
3350 98 • .53 
6695 98.46 
,I::"' 
~ 
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All data related to the achievement gain made in speed and accu-
racy shown by the study' are summarized in Table IV. The sums of 
squares and sums or all possible crossproducts necessary for the com-
pu,tation are shown in this table. These squares and products are £or 
the entire sample and not for an individual group. 
TABLE IV 
SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA OF SEVFiffll GRADE STUDENTS 
FOR SPEED AND ACCURACY 
Scores Symbols Total Groups A and B 
Gates - Form 2 £_y2···· 19.,474 
Gates - Form .£If 1J,JS1 
Stanford ~x~ 184,261 
I.Q. £x2 3 662,.54.5 
Crossproducts ·2EX1 y 1$,701 
=EX2 y 64sB03 
~.X3 y 110,467 
.EX1 X1 48,365 
E~ x3 346,033 
~Xl X3 90,673 
The deviation val'lles for ·the sum of squares and sum of cross-
products for the total sample, treatment and within subgroups are 
given in Table Vo The values in Tables III and IV were used to com .... 
pute the data in deviation farm. The total sum of squares and the sum 
of the crossproducts is the smn of the swn of squares and swn of the 
crossproducts for within subgroups plus the sum of squares and sum of 
crossproducts for treatment. 
Table VI shows the test for significance after the regression 
equations have been calculated and the adjustments have been made in 
the deviation form of the sum of squares. The assumptions made here 
are that all relationships are asswned to be linear and the criterion 
variable can be predicted from the three control variables. The null 
hypothesis is asswned to be operational which states there will be no 
difference in achievement between Group A and Group B. The analysis 
of covaraince is shown in this table. 'l'h.e F-value of 0.009 is not 
significant at the .0.5 level of confidence. Therefore, the null 
hypothesis could not be rejected. It must be assumed there was no 
difference in the achievement of Group A and Group Bin reading speed 
and accuracy as a result of the special reading classes. 
Since the F=value of the analysis of covariance is insignificant, 
no adjustment of the means or further testing is in ordero 
Source of 
Variation 
Total 
Treatment 
Wi~hin Subgroups 
TABLE V 
SUMS OF SQUARES OF CROSSPRODUCTS IN DEVIATION FORM FOR 
GROUPS A AND B FOR SPEED AND ACCURACY 
~ 2 y ~~ ~~ E:'5 E :;_ y 
1.354 .. 8826 129906913 862802813 338208750 96008530 
000588 003677 91.,7793 003672 -Ool.471 · 
135408237 122903236 853605020 338105078 96lo0001 
EX3 y ~xl x2 ~xl x3 
1180 ... 9707 1944e4561 1167.,.3389 
~Oo1475 ~508091 Oo.3672 
118Ll182 195002651 116609717 
2:~Y 
175202651 
.. 203277 
174909414 
~X X 2 3 
249906914 
=508125 
250505039 
~ 
TABLE VI 
T~! OF SIGNIFICANCE OF INFLlJI!NCE OF SPECIAL CLASSES 
FOR SPEED AND ACCURACY 
Source of 
Variation 
Total 
Within Subgroups 
Difference. 
Residuals 
Degrees Sum 
of ot 
Freedom Squares 
64 593.0028 
63 592.9156 
l 9.0872 
.. F = 0.009 
di' = 1,6,3 
Mean 
Sqt1are 
9.4114 
Hypothesis 2. There will be a difference in the vocabulaey im-
provement made by Groups A ~d B. 
,2 
The mean standard scores as measured by Form l of the Gates Read-
ing Survey for vocabulary conpeten.ee are presented in Table VII. The 
criterion variable is the score of Form 2 oh the Oates Reading Survey. 
Analysis of covariance is used as the test of significance with the 
scores made on Form 1 of the Gates Reading Survey, vocabulary subtest, 
scores on the Stanford Reading Test and the I.Q. •s measured by the 
Otis Self-Administering Test of Mental Ability as the three control 
variables. In analysis of covariance, the possible bias introduc;,ed 
1:Jy'.indtvidual differences will be removed in so far as the factors 
·!' . - .- . . ' 
adequately represent the differences in question. Both groups showed 
some improvement in mean ~tandard scores of the pre-test and post-test. 
The mean scores of both groups on the pre-test was 27.15 and on the 
post-test the mean score was 30.43. 
··----
TABLE VII 
SUMS OF THE MEANS OF THE CRITERION AND CONTROL VARIABLES 
FOR GROUPS A AND B FOR VOCABULARY 
Form 2 Form l 
Gates Reading Gates Reading Stanford 
Survey Test Survey Test Reading Test 
Scores Scores Scores 
k ~y r ~x y '£ X x 
Group A 34 10.57 3lo09 931 27 o.56 1787 .52 • .56 
Group B 34 1012 29076 909 26074 1708 .50.24 
Total 68 2069 30043 1846 27 .1.5 349.5 .51.40 
Otis I.Q. 
Scores 
~x r 
3345 98e38 
3350 98.53 
9995 98.46 
\n 
w' 
A summary of the data obtained on the Gates Reading Survey vocabu-
lary tests is given in Table VIII. The smn of squares and the sum of 
all possible crossproducts that are necessar,y for the COJl!.PUtatiQn are 
also shown in the table. These values represent the entire sample and 
not those of one group. 
TABLE VIII 
SUMMARY OF EXPERIMlmTAL DATA OF SEVENTH GRADE STUDDITS 
FOR VOCABULARY 
Scores SY'Q1bols Total Gr~ups A and B 
Gates - Form 2 ~y2 66,519 
Gates - Form 1 £If 53,248 
Stanford 2 
.€ X2 148,261 
I.Q. 1:X~ 662,545 
Crossproducts . €X1 y. 58,594 
~X2 ~ 109,638 
~X3 y 205,146 
Ex1 x2 97,803 
1G. X2 X3 346,033 
~Il X3 +82,990 
The deviation values for the sum of the squares and the sum of 
the crossproducts are given in Table IXo The values in Table VII and 
Table VIII were used to obtain the sum of squares and the sum of the 
crossproducts in deviation form for the within subgroups, treatment, 
and total sample o 
Table X demonstrates the test for significance of difference in 
reading vocabulary due to the special reading instruction after the 
regression equations have been calculated and adjustment of the sum of 
squares. The null hypothesis is operational which states that there 
will be no difference between the two groups~ The analysis of co-
variance is illustrated in this table. The F .... value is 0.161 with one 
and sixty-three degrees ot freedom. At the .o, level of significance., 
this value is not large enough to reject the null after the means of 
the two groups had been adjusted for individual differences in I,Q .. 1s, 
Stanford Reading Scores, and Form 1 of the Gates Reading Survey. It 
is assumed therefore, that there is no significant difference between 
Groups A and B in vocabulary improvement due to special reading 
instruction in small classeso 
No further testing or adjusting of the means is in order since 
the F-value is not signific~t. 
Source of 
Variation 
Total 
t· ·-~;. 
Treatment 
Within Subgroups 
TABLE IX 
SUMS OF SQUARES OF CROSSPRODUCTS IN DEVIATION 
FORM FOR GROUPS A AND B FOR VOCABULARY 
£Y2 l :lx2 . ~ 2 x2 . 2 £X3 
356606328 31.34 • .$298 8628.2813 3.382.8750 
29.7798 11.5293 91.7793 0 • .3672 
.35.36 .. 8530 3123.0005 8536~5020 .3382.5078 
Ex3y E:Xl X2 
. ·. 1440 .. _7813 2924 .. 0303 
··-
-.3.3068 32.5293 
1444.0898 2891.5010 
~xl Y ~x2 y 
2i26.7.354 3297.4854 
18.5~88 ·<J -~ 52.2 83 
2108.2065 3245.2070 
£:xl X3 ~X2 X3 
1240.,4414 2499 .. 6914 
-2.0605 -.$.8125 
1242.502q _ 250;.,039 
V\ 
°" 
TABLE I 
TEST OF SIGNIFICANCE OF INFLUENCE OF SPECIAL CLASSES 
ON VOCABULARY 
Source or 
Variation 
Total 
Within Subgroups 
Difference 
Residuals 
Degrees Sum 
or or 
Freedom Squares 
64 1796 • .)88.3 
6.3 179108176 
1 405707 
F:; 0.161 
df = 1.,63 
· Mean 
Square 
2804415 
Hypothesis 3o There will be a dif'ference in comprehension gains 
made by Groups A and B. 
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The mean scores on level of comprehension as measured by the Gates 
Reading survey are given in Table XI. Both Groups A and B showed im-
provement in the mean standard reading scores. The mean standard 
score for Fonn 1 was 2lo 79 and for Fonn 4 24.28. The control vari-
ables were scores on Form 1 of the Gates Reading Survey., scores on 
the Stanford Reading Achievem~nt Test., and I .Q. scores from the Otis 
Self-Adm:tnistering Test of Mental Abilityo By using these covariates 
as control variables, the possible bias introduced by individual 
differences was removed in so .f'ar as those factors adequately·repre-
sented the differences in question. 
TABLE XI 
SUMS OF THE MEANS OF THE CRITERION AND CONTROL VARIAffi,ES 
FOR GROUPS A .AND B FOR COMPREBENSION 
Form 2 
Gates Reading 
Survey Test 
Scores 
-k S,Y y 
Group A 34 862 2S.35 
Group B 34 789 23.21 
Total 68 16S1 24.28 
Form l 
Gates Reading 
Survey Test 
Scores 
-2X1 X1 
754 22.18 
728 21.41 
1482 21.79 
Stanford 
Reading Test 
Scores 
ZX2 X2 
1787 52.$6 
1708 50.24 
3495 ,1.40 
Otis I.Q. 
Scores 
SX3 X3 
3345 98.38 
3350 98.53 
6695 98.46 
\I\ QQ) 
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The data as measured by the Gates Reading Survey Tests for level 
of comprehension is presented in Table XII. The sum of squares and 
the sum of the crossproducts necessary for the computation of analysis 
of covariance are listed in the table o These values represent the 
en.tire sample and not an individual group. 
TABLE XII 
SUMMARY OF EXPER.n!ENTAL DATA OF SEVENTH GRAD~ STUDENTS 
FOR COMPREHENSION 
Scores Symbols Total Groups A and B 
Gates .. Form 2 ~y2 43,079 
Gates - Form 1 ~Xi 35,lil.O 
Stan.ford ~x~ 184,261 
I.QD ~x2 J 662,545 
Crossproducts ;E' X1 y 37,947 
:E'.X2 y 87,715 
~X3 y 164,107 
~Xl X2 79,041 
~I2 X3 346,033 
~Xl X3 147,469 
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The data in deviation form obtained on the Gates Reading Survey 
Tests tor level of comprehension are shown in Table XIII o The values 
shown in Table II and Table XII were used to compute these deviation 
forms of the sum of squares and the sum of crossproducts as shown in 
this table .. 
The test of significance for level of comprehension as measured 
by the Gates Reading Survey is shOlfil in Table nv. These values were 
calculated from the regression equations and by adjustmep.ts of the 
sum of the squares o The null hypothesis was operational. The analysis 
of covariance is shown in this tableo The F-value was 20061 with one 
and sixty-three degrees of freedom. This value is not large enough 
after the means of the two groups have adjusted tor individual dif-
ferences to reject the null hypothesis at the .05 level of conf'idence~ 
Therefore, it must be assumed that there was no difference between 
Groups A and Bin level of comprehension as a result of the special 
reading classes. 
Since the F-value is not significant, the adjustment of means 
and further testing are not in order. 
Source of 
Variation 
Total 
Treatment 
Within Subgroups 
TABLE XIII 
SUMS OF SQUARES OF CROSSPRODUCTS IN DEVIATION 
FORM FOR GROUPS A AND B FOR COMPREHENSION 
~ y2 2 
~xl 2 ~x2 2 :E X3 
2993.6914 3141.1177 8628.2813 3382.8750 
87.3677 9.9409 91.1193 0 • .3672 
2915.3237 3131.1768 8536.5020 3382.5078 
:E: X3 Y' ~xl x2 
1556.3398 3170.5596 
-5.3672 30.2061 
1561.7070 3140.3535 
~~ -:r. :E:x2 y 
2264.9121 2958.4561 
27.9116 84.8086 
2237.0005 2873.6475 
~Xi X3 ~X2 X3 
1557.3828 2499.6914 
... 
-1.9121 -5.8125 
1.559.2949 2505.5039 
~ 
TEST OF SIGNIFICANCE OF INFLUENCE OF SPECIAL CLASSES 
ON COMPREHENSION 
Source of 
Variation 
Total 
Within Subgroups 
Difference 
Residuals 
Degrees Sum 
of of 
Freedom Squares 
64 1235.9340 
63 1196.7749 
1 39.1591 
F = 2.061 
df = 1,63 
Mean 
Square 
1809964 
. Hypothesis 4. There will be a difference in the gain of overall 
reading skills made by Groups A and B. 
Since there was no significant difference at the .05 level of 
confidence in speed and accuracy, vocabulary, and level of compre-
hension, there could be no significant difference at the .05 level 
of confidence in the overall reading scores. Further testing of this 
hypothesis is therefore unnecessary. The assumption must be made 
that there was no significant difference at the .05 level of confi= 
' 
dence in overall reading skills as a result of the special reading 
classes .. 
fflEot~sis 5. There will be a difference in the personality 
adjustment made by Groups A and B. 
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6.3 
The personality adjustment scores ot the subjects in both Groups 
A and B in September _as rated by their English teachers on Turner's 
(1961) Personality Adjustment Scale are given in Table XV. There were 
no students among the sixty-eight who were cQnsidered to be unusually' 
well-adjusted (rating one)o Five in Group A and six in Group B were 
judged to be above average in cooperation and interest (rating two)~ 
Eighteen in Group A and fourteen in Group B were thought to be average 
in class attitudes and interest in their wor~ ( rating three). Nine in 
each group were considered to be below average in class attitudes and 
interest in their work ( rating four) o Two in Group A ~d five in 
Group B were judged by their teachers to have emotional difficulties 
which made them uncooperative in class, showing ver;r little interest 
in their work ( rating five). 
TABLE IV 
TEACHER RATING OF PERSONALITY ADJUSTMENT 
IN SEPTEMBER 
Group l 2 3 4 
A 
B 
0 
0 
s 
6 
18 
1h 
9 
9 
2 
s 
The chi- square test used to determine whether there was a sig-
nificant difference between the two groups in September is presented 
in Table .XVI. When using the chi- square test, Siegel (1956) recom-
mends that Cochran's suggestion be followed which suggests that less 
than twenty percent of the cells m~ have an expected frequency of 
f i ve with two or more degrees of freedom. In keeping with his sug-
gesti on, it was necessary to combine ratings one and two and ratings 
three and four. The null hypothesis was operational in that there 
would be no difference in the two groups. The chi-square value of 
l o76 was not large enough to reject the null hypothesis. Therefore, 
i t can be assumed there was no significant difference in perso:q.ality 
adjustment at the .05 level of confidence between Group A and Group B 
in September. 
TABLE M 
CHI-SQUARE TEST OF PEROONALITY DIFFERENCE 
IN SEPTEMBER 
1 & 2 3 4 & 5 
Group A 5 18 11 34 
Group B 6 14 14 34 
11 32 25 68 
7( 2 = 1. 76 
df = 2 
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The data obtained from the second rating at the end of the third 
week in March is shown in Table XVII o Teachers had no chance to refer 
to the previous rating as they were not told in September tnat there 
would be a seconq rating o Four students in Group A and two in Group 
B were considered to be 'Q.nusually well adjustedo Nine from Group A 
and five from Group B were judged to be above average in cooperation 
and interesto Fourteen from Group A and twelve from Group B were 
rated as average in cooperation and interest. Three in Group A and 
thirteen in Group B were considered below average and four from Group 
A and two from Group B were considered to have emotional problems 
which made them uncooperativeo 
TABLE XVII 
T&AClIER RATING OF PERSONALITY ADJUSTMENT 
IN MARCH 
v;;;rmesaee 
G!:,.~.= l 2 3 4 
= :r,;;,:;;c::m:rc::rr 
A 4 9 14 3 
B 2 5 12 13 
5 
4 
2 
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It can be seen from Table MII that sixteen students in Group A 
showed an improvement in personality adjustment, five regressed, and 
thirteen did not change. In Group B, eleven showed an improvement, 
seven regressed, and stxteen did not change. 
The sign test as demonstrated by Siegel ( 1956) was used to deter-
mine if Group A showed a difference in persmality adjustment from. 
September to March. When using the sign test, those subjects showing 
no change are eliminated. The null hypothesis of no difference is 
operationaL From the table, it can be seen that twenty-one (N) 
changed in rating. Five changed in the negative direction. This is 
the smallest number (x) of those making a change. From Table D of 
Siegel (19.56), p for a two-tailed test is equal to .026. The null 
therefore is rejected at above the .o,S,1evel of confidence and it can 
be assuined that there was a significant difference of personality ad-
justment in Group A from September to March. 
Using the same test £or Group B, N is eighteen and x i:s seven. 
From Table D, p is equal to .480 for the two ... tailed test. The null 
cannot be rejected and therefore it can be assumed that there was 
no sigm.ficant difference in personality adjustment in Group B from 
September to March. 
TABLE XVIII 
CHANGE IN PERSONALITY ADJUSTMENT 
FRCM SEPTEMBER TO MARCH 
Group + 0 
A 16 5 13 
B 11 7 16 
N = 21) 
X = 5) sign test for Group A 
p = .026) 
N = 18) 
X = 7) sign te~t for Group B 
p = .480) 
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The chi=square test of significance for difference in Groups A 
and B in March is demonstrated in Table Xllo Chi-square is equal to 
4 .. 86 with two degrees of freedom. To reject the null at the .05 level 
of confidence, chi ... square must be equal to or greater than 5. 99. For 
the ol level of confidence, chi=square must be equal to or larger than 
40600 The null therefore cannot be :rejected at the .05 level, but 
can be rejected above the .1 level of confidence. 
TABLE XII 
CHI=SQUARE TEST OF PERSONALITY DIFFERENCE 
IN MARCH 
1 & 2 3 4 & 5 
-
Group A 13 14 7 34 
Group B 7 12 15 34 
20 26 22 68 
2 X = 4.86 
df' = 2 
CHAPrER V 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Summary of the Study 
The major purpose of this study was to compare gains in reading 
skills of two groups of seventh grade students who were retarded 
readers as measured by the Stan.ford Achievement Reading Test and de-
fined in Chapter I. One group was provided with special reading in.., 
structio:n in small classes while the other group followed the regular 
curriculum. A secondary objective was to determine if there was a 
significant change in personality adjustment d.u.e to the special read-
ing classes. 
Conclusions 
On the basis of this study and within the specified limitations, 
the following conclusions were reachedo 
lo Both groups., A and B, showed improvement in speed and accu= 
racy o However., the test of' significance obtained from analysis of 
covariance yielded an F~value which was not large enough to reject 
the null hypothesis of no difference when special instruction was 
provided in small classes as compared to those in the regular program. 
It can be assumed that the special instruction provided was not supe-
:ric;>r to the instruction provided in the regular curriculum for 
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improving speed and accuracyo 
2o Students in both groups, A and B, showed improvement in vo-
cabulary understanding, but the F-value from analysis of covariance 
was not significant at the 005 level of confidence and the null hy-
pothesis could not be rejected. Therefore, the special reading in-
struction in small classes did not produce significant gains in 
vocabulary improvement when compared to the regular curriculumo 
3. Both the experimentq.l and control group showed improvement 
in the level of comprehension~ A significant value of F however, 
was not obtained. from analysis of covariance. It must be a,ssumed 
then that there was no difference in gains achieved in the level of 
comprehension between the group receiving special instruction in 
small classes and the group which followed the regular program. 
Special instruction of reading in small classes did not result in 
significant gains in level of comprehension. 
4 o Both groups, A and B showed improvement in overall reading 
skills as measured by Form 1 and Form 2 of the Gates Reading Survey. 
Since there were no significant gains in the subtests of speed and 
accuracy, vocabulary, and level of comprehension, it was impossible 
to have a significant gain in the overall reading skills. It was 
assumed then the special instruction in small reading classes did not 
result in significant gains in overall reading skills. 
5 o The chi=square test was used to test the data obtained from 
the personality adjustment scale in September o The null hypothesis 
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of no difference was not rejected which indicated there was no person= 
ali ty difference between the two groups in September. The sign test 
was applied to the September and March ratings of both groups, 
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A and Bo The null of no difference was rejected for Group A abo~ 
the a0$ level of confidence. It was assumed therefore, there was a 
personality adjustment change in Group A. The null was not rejected 
at the 005 level of confidence for Group Band it was assumed there 
was no personality adjustment change for Group B from September to 
Marcho As a further test, chi-square was applie<i to the data obtained 
from the March rating and the null of no difference was not rejected 
at the .05 level of confidence, but could be rejected above the .1 
level o£ confidence. While the two tests were not in agreement as 
to the level of confidence, it mu.st be assumed there was a difference 
in personality adjustment toward English instruction from September 
to March. 
Comparison of Study to Past Research 
Much research has been reported showing gains in reading skills 
from special reading classes in comparatively short periods of time. 
Monroe and Bacus ( 1937), Wurtz ( 1960), Turner ( 1961), and Pent;r ( 1956) 
have reported sizable gains in reading levels in relatively short 
periods of timeo The present study does not tend to support t~ese 
findingso Rasmussen mid Dunne (1962) in a comparative study between 
a correctional group and a control group over a period of three years 
did not show a significant difference between the groups in mean 
growth of reading levelo The present study does tend to support these 
.findingso 
Wurtz (1960) and Turner (1961) reported improved attitudes in 
personality as a result of special reading instru.ctiono They felt 
the greatest help to pupils as a whole came from the in,dividual 
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attention they received in these classes which helped them make better 
personality adjustments. The present study tends to support these 
findings. 
Recommendations 
The following recommendations are made as a result of this studyg 
1. More comparative studies in reading should be conducted. 
2. More studies should be conducted to determine which retarded 
readers will profit most from special reading classes. 
3. Research is needed to determine the effects of socio-economic 
background on the improvement shown by retarded readers in special 
reading programs. 
4. More research is needed to determine the effects of special 
reading classes on attitudes in the different subject areas. 
5. Further study should be made using a teacher who has been 
trained specifically for working with retarded readers at the junior 
high school level. 
6. Supervisors and administrators should work cooperatively to 
provide opportunities for teachers to research better methods and 
techniques in teaching retarded readers. 
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APPENDIX A 
FORM X STANFORD ACHIEVEMFlfT TEST 
INTERMEDIATE II READING TESTS 
78 
If a separate answer sheet is. being used, do not make any marks on this test booklet. 
last first initial 
GIRL D GRADE __ TEACHER _______________ _ 
DATE OF TESTlrlG, ___ ~ -,,----,-
year month 
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INTERMEDIATE 
II 
READING 
TESTS 
TEST 1: Word Meaning 
DIRECTIONS: Read the beginning part of each sentence 
and the words under it. Decide which of the answers 
given is best. Look at the answer spaces at the right or 
on your answer sheet (if you have one). Fill in the space 
which has the same number as the word you have chosen. 
SAMPLES 
A The name of a color is -
1 farm 
2 milk 
. 3 red 
4 pet 
1 2 3 4 
.AOOeO 
· B The day that comes after Monday is -
5 Sunday 
6 Tuesday 
1 A jagged rock is -
1 smooth 
2 sharp 
7 Wednesday 
8 .Saturday 
3 round 
4 flat 
5 6 7 8 
B0000 
1 2 3 4 
10000 
2 Things which are very much alike are -
5 reverse 7 similar 
6 circular B distinct 
3 Steam is a-
1 metal 3 liquid 
2 solid 4 vapor 
4 A small, charred bit of wood is a -
5 marble 
6 bolt 
7 cinder 
B pea 
5 6 7 8 
20000 
1 2 3 4 
30000 
5 6 7 8 
40000 
s A plant grown as food for horses and cows is -
1 arrowroot 3 thyme 1 2 3 4 
2 alfslla 4 chickweed 5 0 0 0 0 
6 Men freed from slavery gain their -
5 bondage 
6 drudgery· 
7 meals 
B liberty 
5 6 7 8 
60000 
7 A place where water is collected and kept for future 
use by a city is called a~ 
1 pail 3 reservoir 1 2 3 .4 
2 flask 4 reservation 70000 
a To keep something in your possession means to -
5 reject it 
6 retain it 
7 return it 
8 spend it 
9 An evil spirit or de:vil is called a -
1 demon 
2 monster 
3 clown 
4 snake 
10 People who do not eat meat are -
5 venerable 
6 villains 
7 veterinarians 
S vegetarians 
5 6 7 8 
B0000 
1 2 3 4 
90000 
5 6 7 8 
100000 
2 
80 
11 A man who is strong and forceful has a great deal of -
1 vigor 
2 .property 
3 money 
4 illness 
1 2 3 4 
110000· 
12 An object completely covered by water is -
· 5 disturbed 7 subversive 5 & 7 8 
6 rejected · 8 submerged 12 0 0 0 0 
13 If you are annoyed, you are -
1 pleased 3 irked 
2 gratified 4. joyful 
14 The meat of a deer is called -
5 veal 7 beef 
6 pork 8 venison 
15 To hesitate is to-
1 pity 3 pause 
2 pounce 4 provide 
1 2 3 4 
130000 
Ii 6 7 8 
140000 
1 2 3 4 · 
150000 
16 The air which surrounds the earth is called the -
Ii atmosphere 7 hot air 5 6 7 8 
6 sphere Ii hemisphere 160 0 0 0 
17 An anemometer measures the speed of -
1 airplanes 3 winds 
2 runners 4 trains 
1.8 To counsel is to --
5 quiz 
6 co11,tact 
7 ignore 
8 advise 
19 If a boy excels in baseball, he is -
1 superior 
2 clumsy 
3 slow 
4 .mediocre 
20 When you elude someone, you -
5 look for him 
6 refer to him 
7 avoid him 
8 admire him 
21 A group of four people is called a -
1 quintet 
2 bunch 
3 couple 
4 quartet 
1 2 3 4 
17 0 0 0 0 
5 6 7 8 
180000 
1 2 3 4 
190000 
5 6 7 8 
200000 
1 2 3 4 
210 0 0 0 
22 Failure of parents to care properly for their children 
is considered -
5 negligence 
6 ignorance 
7 poverty 
8 housing 
5 6 7 8 
220000 
23 When the teacher stresses a point, she -. 
1 deplores it 
2 eliminates it 
3 emphasizes it 
4 . excludes it 
1 2 3 4 
230000 
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE ~ 
24 The very poor and needy live in -
5 greatness 
& poverty 
7 luxury 
8 darkness 
Ii 6 7 8 
24.0000 
25 When a sound is muffled, it becomes ....:.. 
1 deaden!id 
. 2 increased 
3 deafening 1 2 3 4 
4 sharpened 25 0 0 0 0 
26 The process of lowering pressure is called -
5 repression 7 expression 5 6 7 a 
6 decompression a expulsion 26 0 0 0 0 
27 The body of a dead animal is called a -
1 corps 
2 gho,t 
. . . 
3 sleeper 
4 C8rClUII .. 
28 · A menacing person is -
5 inspiring · 7 ,linking 
6 threateJJinq 8 regular 
29 An agitated person is -
1 2 · 3 4 
270000 
5 6 7 8 
20opoo 
1 excited 3 happy 1 2 . 3 4 
2 friendly 4 cold 29 0 0 0 0 
30 We are our parents' -
5 ancestors 7 forefathers 5 6 7 a 
f,l descenc!ants B predecessors 30 0 0 0 0 
31 When something is nearby, it is in the -
1 vicinity · . 3 part l 2 3 4 
2 distance 4 future 31 0 0 0 0 
32 If your papers cannot be read because of poor han<\-
writjng, they are - · · 
5 distinct 
6 illegal . 
33 A ravenous dog is -
7 illegible 
B meaningful 
1 afraid 3 sleepy 
. 2 lost '\ hungry 
34 When a car accelerates, it -
5 is new 7 goes slower 
6 goes faster B is stuck 
5 & 1 a· 
320000 
1 2 3 4 
330000 
5.6 7 8 
340000 
35 Industrial waste products emptied into a lake may 
cause-
1 solution 
2~ 
3 pollution 
4 oorroslon 
1 2 3 4 
350000 
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TEST 1: Word Meaning (Continued) 
36 To be prominent is to be -
s ou~ding 1 friendly 
6 permanent e small 
5 6 7 8 
360000 
37 When you complete a task leisurely, you do it -
1 slowly 3 perfectly 1 2 3 4 
2 · quickly 4 poorly 37 0 0 0 0 
38 An expeditious worker is '-
5 quick 7 deliberate · 
. & slovenly a expendable 
6 &· 7 _.!!. 
380000 
. 
39 U you are jubilant, you are -
1 afraid 3 jumpy 
11 joyful . 4 joking 
. 1 2 3 4 
390000 
.40 Enemies are usually -
II benevolent . 7 amioab1e 5 6 7 8 
a conciliatory a ~ 400000 
41 A person who attempts to change or improve condi-. 
tions is called a - · 
1 coward 3 reformer .· 1 2 3 4 
2 oonservatlonist 4 conservative 41 0 0 0 0 
42 A painstaking and industrious worker is -
5 infallible 7 apathetic 5 6 7 a 
& diligent a indolent 42 0 0. 0 0 
43 : A zeal!>us person is -
1 impolite 3 unbappy 1 2 3 4 
2 enthusiutic 4 dangerous 43 0 0 0 0 
44 When something is scorched, it is -
& boiled 7 singed 5 6 7 8 
6 frozen e warmed 44 0 0 0 0 
45 An object full of many tiny holes is -
1 pilfered 3 holy 1 2 3 4 
2 mottled 4 porous . 45 0 0 0 0 
46 .A formidable situation is -
5 satisfying 7 frightening 5 Ii 1 a 
6 enjoyable 8 comfortable 46 0 0 0 0 
47 An auxiliazy engine is -
· 1 ;iddltional 3 out ol order · 1 2 3 4 
_2 large 4 low 47 0 0 0 0 
48 A person swathed in bandages is -
5 6 7 8 
480000 
5 liruised 7 disrobed 
6 hospitalbed a enveloped 
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rEsr 2: Paragraph ·Meaning 
DIRECTIONS: Read each paragraph below. Decide 
which.of the numbered words or phrases below the para• · 
graph is best for each blank. Look at the answer spaces 
at the right or on your answer sheet (if you have one). 
Fill in the space which has the same number as the 
word(s) you have ch~sen. · 
SAMPLES 
We went up in an o.irplane. At first we flew near the _A_ 
. where we could see people and animals. Later we could 
not. see them. Our plane was too ..JL. 
A t house 
2 groWid 
B II high 
a low 
3 toWn 
4 hllLI 
7 far 
8 fast 
. 1 ii 3 4 
AO GOO 
II II 7 ii 
B0000 
Because of the tremendous increase in travel from country 
to country, many of our world neighbors now dress some-
what as we do. In many cases the traditional national 
_l_ have been laid away to be worn only on special 
occasions. However, there are still some people who dress 
as their ....L.did before them. . · . 
l 1 flao• a tnedali 1· 2 a • 
2 cll8tumu· 4 ribbon• l O O O 0 
ii 8 1 8 
20000 
Bob went to football practice -L. the doctor's orders 
against it. 
3 1 on account of 
2 regardleN of 
.3 aocording to 
4 becauae of 
1 2 3 4 
30000 
One of the oddest of all South American birds is the 
toucan of Guiana and Brazil. Its huge beak, shaped like 
the claw of a lobster, is orange in color and i11 8 inches 
long. · Its head is blue and orange, and its plumage is 
black with red and white _L on the tail. Altogether it 
is an amazing and _!L creature. 
4&1ur 7iildn Ii 6 7 a 
6 scales a feathers 4 0 0 0 0 
S 1 dangerous 
2 colorful 
3 patriotic 
4 llehlike 
1 2 3 4 
soooo 
A mirror is made from a perfectly clear piece of glass with 
a layer of quicksilver behind it. The _6_ not only 
keeps the light from going through but also reflects it. 
The glass and the quicksilver are both smooth and flat. . 
We can see _7_ in anything that is smooth and flat if 
it is able to throw the light from our faces back to us. · 
6 6 frame 
6 casing 
7 1 om shadows 
2 quicksilver 
7 quicksilver 6 6 7 B 
sglasa 60000 
aalight 1 2 a 4 
4 0\11 :reflectiona ' 7 0 0 0 0 
The hump on a camel has nothing to do with Its ability · 
to' travel long distances without drinking, for its water 
. supply is· stored in the cells lining the walls of the first 
. two divisions of its threefold stomach, , The hump is 
more a storehouse of_§_. When a camel is fat, the hump 
is enlarged and stl;\nds high on the animal's baclc. During 
Jong journeys, when food is scarce, the camel becomes 
thin and the htimp _j_, Undoubtedly, the animal. de-
rives a measure of support from its JQ.., aa ita body taps 
that reservoir . of fatty nourishment for th11 energy it 
4 
expends during work and travel.. · 
Ssfood 1bkiod 8 a 1 a 
&fur a bone 80000 
91 espiuuu 
2 gets hard 
10 ii atomach. 
6 blood 
athrlnb 1 2 a 4 
41tayatheume 90000 
7 ce1la 
a hump 
a ii 1 a 
100000 
Loudness of sound depends directly on the alze. of the 
waves that cause it. The proper word in this connection 
ia not alze, but amplitude. The greater the amplitude ot 
the wavea, the ..lL the sound. 
11 1 laro•r a hanhn 1 2 a 4 
2 louder · 4 IOftfl 11 0 0 0 0 
When looking into a very strong light, part of the retina· 
of the eye fa momentarily blinded. During the next few 
momenta, one saema to see a black spot. Thia la not 
really a -1!., however. The other parts of the ..l!. 
can still see, and the part which sees nothing leads to the 
Impression that there ia a black spot floating in the air. 
12 11 light . 7 black lpOt II 8 7 8 
G blind apct 8 retina 12 0 0 0 0 
13 1 retina 
21pot 
3 brain 
4 light 
1 2 3 4 
130000 
Latin is now what we call a dead language; that is to 
say, the people of no modem nation speak it. In Roman 
times Latin was ...!L by the most important people then 
living on the face of the earth. For quite a long time 
after the downfall of ..l!L, Latin remained the language 
of scholars, It was the one ...!§... known to all learned 
men in the civilized world. They alwaya wrote their 
books in Latin, and they alwaya used it when delivering 
lectures. 
14 5 spoken 7 read & e 7 a 
6 studied 8 unknown 14 0 0 0 0 
15 1 Rome 
2 the chmch 
16 & acience 
& art 
3 univeraitiea 
4 Greece 
7. oulture 
8 language 
1 ·2 a 4 
150000 
6 8 · 7 8 
160000 
GO ON TO THE NEU PAGE ~ 
Ruth wasn't upset by the little old man. Although he 
was strange, she was rather pleased by him. She thought 
he was_!1_. 
17 1 wicked 
2 fearful 
3 quaint 
4 dirty 
1 2 3 4 
170 0 0 0 
Among many primitive peoples it is the custom for each 
tribe to adopt some object from nature as its special 
symbol, or totem. This totem may be an animal or 
plant, or a carving in wood or stone, and is supposed to he 
helpful to the ...!!.. it represents. Tribes that have an 
animal ~ will never kill that special animal, while 
those that have adopted a plant as their symbol abstain 
from eating other ~ of the same species. 
18 5 nature 7 ouatom 11 6 7 8 
6 tribe a animal 180000 
19 1 farm 3 fear 1 2 · 3 4 
2 culture 4 ·totem 190000 
20 5 animals 7 plants 6 6 7 8 
6 symbols e humana 200000 
When air is pumped into an automobile tire, a large 
volume of air outside the tire is forced into the smaller 
space inside the tire. All gases, including ~. are com-
pressible; but, to force a gas into a smaller space, extra 
pressure must be applied to it. The smaller the space to 
be occupied by the gas, the greater must be the applied 
__g_, 
21 1 water 
2 air 
22 5 gas 
6 volume 
3 rubber 
4 oil 
7 pump 
e pressure 
1 2 3 4 
210 0 0 0 
5 6 7 8 
220000 
The government of the United States has three branches: 
the executive, the legislative, and the judicial. The execu-
tive branch includes the President, his cabinet, and many 
federal bureaus. The legislative branch consists of the 
Senate and the House of Representatives. The judicial 
branch consists of the federal court system. The Post-
master General, a cabinet member, is in the ~ branch. 
On the other hand, a senator is a member of the ~ 
branch, while the head of a federal court in a state is a 
member of the ~ branch. 
23 1 executive 
2 legislative 
24 5 e:,cecutive 
6 judicial 
25 1 executive 
2 judicial 
3 judicial 
4 federal 
1 2 3 4 
230000 
7 legislative 5 6 7 8 
e congressional 24 0 0 0 0 
3 legislative 1 2 3 4 
4state 250000 
5 
TEST 2: Paragraph Meaning (Continued) 
Astronomy, the 'study of all the celestial bodies in the 
known universe, is the most comprehensive of all sciences. 
Since we know that from the earliest moment of recorded 
time, and even before, the priests of Egypt and Babylonia 
surveyed the ~ regularly, we can also say that ...ll_ 
is the ~ science known to man. 
26 6 earth 7 heavens 6 6. 7 8 
&oceans Bgods . 260000 
27 1 surveying 
2 astronomy 
28 6 oldest 
6 111Qst difficult 
3 religion 
4 history 
7 moat religious 
8 best 
1 2 3 4 
270000 
11 6 7 8 
280000 
Bronze is a brown alloy of copper and some other metal, 
usually tin. Bronze is sometimes an alloy of ~ with 
zinc or with other metals. The word also refers to a color 
that may be either yellowish or reddish _1.Q._. 
29 1 metal 
2 brOJ1,ZS 
30 Ii brown 
8 alloy 
3 copper 
4 tin 
7 zinc 
e copper 
1 2 3 4 
290000 
6 B 7 8 
300000 
The Odyssey is the story told by Homer of the ten-year 
journey of Odysseus, a Greek hero of the war at Troy. 
Because he bad made the gods angry with him, 2L was 
not permitted to return directly home from ..M.., but 
first bad to wander for __R years. 
31 1 the Trojan 3 Odysseus 1 2 3 4 
2 Homer 4 the author 310 0 0 0 
32 Ii Troy 7 Greece 6 6 7 8 
6 Homer a the Odyssey 320000 
33 1 twenty 3 fifteen 1 2 3 4 
2 five 4 ten 330000 
Names of characters and events in stories often are sym-
bolic and therefore may be used by the reader to make 
predictions about the future events in the story. If, in a 
novel, on three previous occasions it bad begun to rain 
before an unpleasant event bad materialized, "rain" in 
the story would mean~- If the main character's name 
is Mr. Merrysmith, you would expect him to be -2§._. 
Colors are also very often used symbolically: white is 
most often used to represent life. In the same setting 
one would expect black to represent ..M._. 
34 5 impending joy 
6 pres.ant happiness 
7 ·impending sorrow 
8 past grief 
35 1 uncooperative 3 sad 
. 2 unpleasant 4 mirthful 
36 5 death 7 darkness 
6 God a birth 
6 6 7 8 
340000 
1 2 3 4 
350000 
5 6 7 8 
360000 
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE ~ 
TEST 2: Paragraph Meaning (Continued) 
Madame Curie, who must be placed among those rare 
and .fortunate few who bring into science an idea which 
gives an entirely new· direction to scientific work and 
thought, was a poor Polish girl whose maiden name was 
Marie Sklodowska, and whose first lessons in chemistry 
were learned at the lycee in Warsaw. There she took 
her degree and was fired with the desire to study in the 
schools of Paris, to which she made her way. As a strug-
gling pupil she worked at the Sorbonne, where her in-
dustry and talent became recognized. She studied, as 
others did, the radioactive minerals then beginning to 
excite . attention, but from them she drew more than 
anyone else had dona, for she brought forth the strange 
and wonderful metal, radium. 
This passage is best described as 21.._. 
37 1 fiction 
2 fantasy 
3 science 
4 biography 
1 2 3 4 
370000 
It is evident that Madame Curie was primarily interested 
in~. 
38 6 teaching 
6 research 
7 writing 
e family life 
6 6 7 8 
380000 
Madame Curie's greatest contribution to science, accord-
ing to this passage, was her ~. 
39 1 industry and energy 
2 victory over hardship 
3 discovery ol radium 
4 work with metals 
1 2 3 4 
390000 
The passage indicates that Madame Curie's abilities as a 
scientist were ..iQ__. 
40 5 misunderstood 7 poorly developed 5 6 7 e 
6 unrecognized e outstanding 40 0 0 0 0 
Madame Curie was primarily a ..!!_. 
41 1 biologist 3 chemist 1 2 3 4 
2 medical doctor 4 geologist 41 0 0 0 0 
Why does water freeze? This sounds like a simple ques-
tion, but no one can answer it yet. We do not know 
why, as heat leaves~. it goes from the liquid into the 
...i!_ state. 
42 6 air 
6 water 
43 1 fluid 
2 solid 
7 steam 
e ice 
3 cold 
4 vapor 
6 6 7 8 
42 0 0 0 0 
1 2 3 4 
430000 
6 
The left side of the brain controls the muscles of the right 
side of the body and vice versa. Therefore, an injury to 
the right side of the brain in all probability would result 
in paralysis to the -1!._. · 
44 5 left side of the body 
6 entire body 
7 right side of the body 
8. right side of the brain 
6 6 7 8 
440000 
The North Pacific region of the United States has led the 
nation in . lumbering since 1900. In fact, the states of 
Washington and Oregon produce almost a third of 
the country's timber. As most of western Washington's 
forests stand within 50 miles of the various channels of 
Puget Sound, the logs can be floated to lumber mills 
built at tidewater. The mills can then ship the lumber by 
inexpensive ocean freight to southern Pacific ports and 
via the Panama Canal to eastern ports. They also export 
lumber to Europe and to Asia. 
It is evident that the northwest part of the United States 
has many~-
45 1 trees 
2 people 
3 ocean ports 
4 canals 
1 2 3 4 
450000 
"They" in the last sentence refers to~. 
46 5 Washington and Oregon 
6 Pacific ports 
7 eastern ports 
8 the mills 
6 6 7 8 
460o·oo 
The mills use ocean freight for shipping to factories in the 
United States because it is ...£L. 
47 1 cheap 
2 dependable 
3fast 1234 
4 less troublesome 47 0 0 0 0 
As used in this passage, the word "timber" in the second 
sentence most nearly means ..i!!._. 
48 5 wood pulp 
6 trees for nurseries 
7 wood for building 5 6 7 B 
8 firewood 48 0 0 0 0 
It is apparent from the passage tliat there are many ~ 
in western Washington. 
49 1 lakes 
2 railroads 
3 rivers and streams 
4 roads 
1 2 3 4 
490000 
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE ~ 
Jake and Bud. were great friends but were incredibly dif-
ferent in certain respects. Jake was carefree and cheerful 
and, for a boy his age, very courageous. Bud was quiet 
and ·~ and occasionally appeared to be somewhat of 
a-5.L. . . 
50 5 gay 7 polite 5 6 7 8 
.6 solemn 8 smart 500000 
51 1 coward 3 fool 1 2 3 4 
2 hero 4 bully s1 Ob O O 
One should. not confuse the number of light waves per 
second, or the frequency of the ...52..., with . the rate at 
which light is traveling. A tall man with very long legs 
and a boy with short legs may be walking side by side at 
exactly the same rate, but the boy may be taking three 
strides to the man's one. In somewhat the same way all 
the kinds of light travel at _aa_, but violet light, the 
visible light with the highest'frequency, corresponds to 
the boy's short strides, and red light, the visible light 
with the longest wave length, to the _aL strides of the 
man. 
52 5 sound 
6 color 
53 1 different rates 
2 proportional rates 
54 & short 
& long 
7 waves 
B air 
Ii 6 7 8 
s20000 
3 a slow rate 1 2 3 4 
4 the same rate 53 0 0 0 0 
7 quick 
a frequent · 
5 6 7 8 
540000 
The planets travel around the sun in elliptical wths; 
therefore, any one planet is not always the same distance · 
from the sun. A planet's closest approach to ...sJL is 
called its perihelion, from the Greek words "peri," mean-
ing nearby, and "helion," meaning sun. Its farthest 
point from the sun is called its aphelion. The moon also 
travels around the earth in ....5.IL. Its farthest point of 
difference is called its apogee; its nearest point is called 
its p!!rigee. "App'' means ....52..... • 
SB 1 the earth 3 its ellipse 1 2 3 4 
2 its neighbor 4 the sun 550000 
56 & circles 7 24 hours 5 6 7 8 
6 ellipses B perihelion 560000 
57 1 planet 3 around· 1 2 3 4 
2 near 4 away 570000 
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TEST 2: Paragraph Meaning (Continued) 
A simple .transformer consists of two coils, called primary 
and secondary, usually wound. on a core of magnetic 
materi!ll, . A· varying voltage in the primary .;.5B_ set.II 
up a corresponding voltage in the -5S,_ coil. · · · .·. 
58 5 Dillqnet 
6 coil 
59 1 simple 
2 magnetic. 
1 trwformer 
a core 
.. 3 first. 
4 secondary 
5 6 7 8 i;aoooo 
1 2 3 , 4 
!59000;0. 
Five prizes, worth several thousand .dollars each, are 
awarded annually under the will of Alfred Nobel, a 
Swedish chemist,. inventor of dynamite and other high 
explosives. He made a fortune from the manufacture of 
these, yet he was a lover of peace, and the niost celebrated 
of the five priZ!!S, the one people are chietly. thinking. of 
when they speak of the Nobel prize, is given to the. person 
or society which in any year does the greatest service in. 
the· cause of. international brotherhood; in reducing or 
ending standing armies, or in promoting peace. Of the 
remaining prizes, .one is for the most remarkable piece of 
idealist writing, and the other three are for eminence in· 
. physical; chemical, and medical science respectively. 
The Nobel prize for literature is awarded to authors whose 
works embody .JilL. · 
60 & peace plans 7 high ~ 5 6 7 a 
& research a love stories 60 0 0 0 0 
How often are the Nobel prizes awarded? ...fil_ 
61 1 each year 
2 every two Jell:rl! 
3 every five years 
4 The passage does not say. 
1 2 3 4 
610000· 
Which one ofthe following persons would have. least 
opportunity to receive a Nobel prize 1 .Ji2... 
62 & a novelist 7 an actor 5 6 7 8 
6 a statesman 8 a biochemist 620000 
What was Alfred Nobel's professional field of work? ~ 
63 1 military 
2 chemistry 
3 govemment 1 2 3 4 
· 4 The passage does not say. 630000 
The irony of the Nobel prize for peace is that so milch of 
the money for the award was earul!d from ..JiL. 
64 & chemicals 7 books 5 6 7 a 
6 oil B explc.sives 64 0 0 0 0 
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OTIS SELF-ADMINJSTERINC ·. TEST$ OF MENTAL ABILITY 
. . : 
By ARTHUR S; OT1s, ra.D. 
hnaerb Development Speciallat ~Ith Arlvllo,y Boord, Gt11~ai Stal, tlaltod Stal~ War J)epuQDiat 
· INTERMEDl,A.TE EXAMINATION: FORM A 
For G~ades 4-9 
Read this page. Do what it tells you to do. 
Do nol .open this paper, or tum it over, until you are told to do so. Fill these blanks, giving yow 
naine, age, birthday, etc. Write plainly. . . · · • · · · . 
. '· . . . . 
Name ....................... : ... : ....................•....•... Age last birthday ...... years 
- First name,_ initial~ · and last name . · . 
Birthday ....... · .......... · ........ ~ .• :·, ... Teacher, ................... : Date., .............. · .. ·. 19 _: .. , . 
c · · Monti, Day . . . , · 
Grade .. '.· . ~ ... _.. · .... : .. .- School ............. · .. , .... ; : City .....•. · ....... · .. , ...•. : .. , , ...... · . 
This is a test to see how well you can think. It contains questions of different kinds. Here is · 
a sample question already answer~ correctly. . Notice how the question is answered: 
Sample: Which one of the five words below tells what an apple is? 
1 .flower, 2 tree, 3 vegetabli;, 4 fruit, · ·.· 5 animal .......... ; ........... ( ,1.: ) 
The right answer, of course, is" fruit"; so the word "fruit" is underlined. And the word "fruit" 
· is No. 4; so a figure 4 is placed in the parentheses at the end of the dotted line. · This is the way you 
are to answer the questions. . . · · · . . . . · . . 
· ~ry this sample question yourself. I>o not write the answer;. just draw a line under it and then· 
put its number in the parentheses : · 
Sample: Which one of the five things below is round? 
1 a book, 2 a brick, 3 a ball; 4 a house, 5 a box ......... , .... , .. · .. ;( ) 
The answer, of course, is "a ball"; so you should have drawn a line under the words "a ball" 
and. put a figure 3 in the parentheses. Try this one : · 
Sample: A foot is to a man and a paw is to a cat the same as a hoof is to a - what? 
.:C dog, 2 horse, 3 shoe, 4 black.smith, 5 saddle ............... : ....... ( 
The answer, of course, is "horse"; so you should have drawn a line under the word "horse" 
and put a figure 2 in the parentheses. Try this one : · · · 
. Sample: At four· cents each, how many cents will 6 pencils co~t? ................. ·; '. . '. .... ( · ) 
The answer, of course, is 24, and there is nothing to underline; .so just put the 24 in the parentheses, 
If the answer to any question is a number or a letter, put the number or letter in the parentheses 
without underlining anything. Make all letters like printed capitals. · 
The test contafus 75 questions. You are not expected to be able to answer all of them, hut do 
the best you can. You will be allowed half an hour after the examiner tells y,ou to begin. Try tc.. 
get as many right as pqssible. Be careful not tQ go so fast that you make mistakes. Do not spend 
too much time on any one question. No questions about the test will be answered by the examiner 
after the test begi.ns. Lay your pencil down. 
Do not turn this page until you are told to begin. 
Copyright 1922 by H~wt. Brace &: World, Inc;, New York. 
Copyright renewe4 19,0. Copyright in Great Britain 
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'J,'~is test is copyrighted, The reproduction of any plrl of it. by mimeograph, hectdgr,,,,h, or in ooy othet 
way, ivhether the reproductions are sold or are · Jumished free /or use, is· a vitilation of the copyright law, 
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EXAMINATION BEGINS HERE, 
1. Which one of the five things below does not belong with the others? . . 
. 1 potato, 2 turnip, 3 Carrot, 4 Stone, 5 onion,• ........•. <~~1.":~l~~D-~~~~~!·~.·~':"·i 
2. Which one of the five words below tells best what a saw is? 
1 something, 2 tool, 3 furniture, 4 wood, 5machine .. : ......................... . 
3. Which one of the five words below means the opposite of west? . 
1 north, 2 south, 3 east, 4 equator, 5 sunset. .......... , ...................... . 
4. A hat is to a head and a glove is to a hand the same as a shoe is to what? 
I leather, 2 a foot, 3 a shoestring, 4 walk, 5 a toe .............•... '. ............ . 
5. A child who knows he is guilty of doing wrong should feel (?) 
1 bad, 2 sick, 3 better, 4 afraid, 5 ashamed .................. , ........... ,..... ( 
6. Which one of the five things below is the smallest? · 
1 twig, 2 limb, 3 bud, 4 tree, 5 branch ................ : ...................... . 
7. Which one of the five things below is most like these three: cup, plate, saucer? 
1 fork, 2 table, 3 eat, 4 bowl, 5 spoon ....................................... . 
8. Which of the five words below means the opposite of strong? · 
1 man, 2 weak, 3 small, 4 short, 5 thin .................... , , ..... , ........... . 
9. A finger is to a hand the same as a toe is to what? . 
1 foot, 2 toenail, 3 heel, 4 shoe, 5 knee. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · ( 
10. Which word means the opposite of sorrow? 
1 sickness, 2 health, 3 good, 4 joy,• S pride ................... , ............... . 
II. Which one of the ten numbers below is the smallest? (Tell by lett~r.) 
.A 6084, B 5160, C 4342, D 6521, E 9703, F 4296, G 7475, H 2657, J 8839, K 3918 
12. Which word means the opposite of pretty? 
I good, 2 ugly, 3 bad, 4 crooked, 5 nice .............. , ....... ; ............... . 
13. Do what this mixed~up sentence tells you to do. 
number Write the the in s parentheses .................................... . 
14. If we believe some one has committed a crime, but we are not sure1 we have a ( ?) 
1 fear, 2 suspicion, 3 wonder, 4 confidence, 5 doubtful. ........................ . 
15. A book is to an author as a statue is to ( ?) 
1 sculptor, 2 marble, 3 model, 4 magazine, 5 man .............................• 
16. Which is the most important reason that words in the dictionary are arranged alphabetically? 
1 That is the easiest way to arrange them. 2 It puts the shortest words first. 3 It enables 
us to find any word quickly. 4 It is merely a custom. 5 It makes the printing easier .. 
17. Which one of the five things below is most like these three: plum,·· apricot, apple? 
1 tree, 2 seed, 3 peach, 4 juice, S ripe .............................. , ......... . 
18. At 4 cents each, how many pencils can be bought for 36 cents? .......................... . 
19. If a person walking in a quiet place suddenly hears a loud sound, he is likely to be ( ?) 
l stopped, 2 struck, 3 startled, 4 made deaf, . s angered ........................ . 
20. A boy is to a mari as a (?) is to a sheep. 
1 woQl, 2 lamb, 3 goat, 4 shepherd, S dog, ............ : ................•...... 
21. One number is wrong in the following series. What should that.number be? (Just write the 
correct number in the parentheses.) 
6 2 6 3 6 4 6 5 6 7 6 ...................... . 
22. Which of the five things below is most like these three: horse, pigeon, cricket? 
1 stall, 2 saddle, 3 cat, 4 goat, S chirp .......................... , ............ . 
23. If the words below were rearranged to make a good sentence, with what Jetter would the last 
word of the sentence begin? (Make the letter like a printed capital.) 
nuts from squirrels trees the gather ........................................ . 
24. A man who betrays his country is called a (?) 
1 •.hief, 2 traitor, 3 enemy, 4 coward, s slacker ....... , ....................... . 
25. Food is to the body as(?) is to an engine. 
1 wheels, 2 fuel, 3 smoke, 4 motion, 5 fire .................................•... 
26. Which tells best just what a pitcher is? 
1 a vessel from which to pour liquid, 2 something to hold milk, 3 I!:. has a handle, 
4 It goes on the table, 5 It is easily broken ............................. , ......... . 
Do not-stop. Go on with ·the next page'. 
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27. If George is older than Frank; and Frank is older than James, then George is(?) James. · 
· · 1 older than1 .2 younger than, . 3 just as old as, 4 (cannot say which) .............•• 
28. Count each 7 below that has a 5 ne~t after it. Tell how many 7's you count,. . 
7 5 3 0 9 7 3 7 8. 5 7 4 2 I 7 5 7 3.2 4 7'0 9 3 7 5·5·7 2 f 5 7 7 5 4 7·:·'··~· 
29. If the words below were rearranged to make a good sentence, with what letter would the last 
word of the sentence begin? (Make the letter like a printed capital.) 
leather shoes usually · made are . of .................. , .. · .......................... . 
30. An electric light is to a candle as a motorcycle is to ( ?) 
I bicycle, 2 automobile, 3 wheels, 4 speed, 5 police.· ................. ,.,,,, .. ,,, . 
31. Which orie of the words below would come first in the dictionary? 
1 march, 2 ocean, 3 horse, 4 paint, 5 elbow, 6 night, 7 flown .... · ...........•.. · 
32. The daughter of my mother's brother is my(?) 
1 sister, l! niece, 3 cousin, 4 aunt, 5 granddaughter ...................... , ...•.. 
33. One number is wrong in the following series. What should that number be? . 
3 4 5 4 3 · 4 5 4 3 5. · .... · ·: · · · · .... ·.·. · · .... , ...... ,. 
34. Which of the five things below is most like these three: boat, horse, train? 
1 sail, 2 row, 3 motorcycle, 4 move, 5 track .· .. , •........... : .. : ............... . 
35. If Paul is taller than Herbert and Paul is shorter than Robert, then Robert is ( ?) Herbert. 
. 1 taller than; 2 shorter than, 3 just as tall as, · 4 (cannot .say which) ....... , .....•.. 
36. What is the most important reason that we use clocks? ·. •. . .·. . .. . . . 
I to wake us up in the morning, 2 to regulate our daily lives, 3 to. help·us catch trains, 
4 so that children will get to. school on time,· 5 They are ornamental .................. . 
37. A coin made by an individual and meaiit to look like one made by the government is called(?) 
· I duplicate, 2 counterfoit, 3 imitation, 4 forgery, 5 libel . , .............. , ...... . 
38. A wire is to electricity as ( ?) is to gas. . 
r a flame, .2 a spark, 3 hot,·. 4 a pipe, . 5 a stove ................................ . 
39. If the following words were arranged in order, with what letter would the middle word begin? 
Yard Inch Mile Foot Rod .... ; ..........•............. , .................... . 
40. One number is wrong in the following series. What should that number be? 
5 10 15 20 25 29 35 40 45 50 .... " ................. . 
( 
( 
(. 
( 
( . 
( 
( 
41. Which word mearis the opposite of truth? 
1 cheat, 2 rob, 3 lia:r, 4 ignorance, 5 falsehood ..... : ......... ; .................. ( · 
42. Order is to confusion as (?) is to war. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
.) 
) 
1 guns, 2 peace, 3 powder, 4 thunder, 5 army .. · .......•.... : ................ , . . ) 
43. In a foreign language, good food = Bano Naab ·• 
good water= Beto Naab . . 
The word that means good begins with what letter? ..................... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ( ) 
44. The feeling of a man for.his children is usually(?) 
1 affection, 2 contempt, 3 joy, 4 pity, 5 reverence ............................. . 
45. Which of the five things below is most like these three: stocking, flag, saH? 
1 shoe,· 2 ship, · 3 staff, 4 towel,· 5 wash ....................................... . 
46. Abook is to inf~rmation as(?). is to mo~ey. 
t paper, 2 dollars, 3 bank, 4 work, 5 gold...... .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . ·( ) 
47. If Harty is taller than William, and William is just as tall as Charles, then Charles is(?) Harry. 
1 taller than, 2 shorter than, 3 just ns.tall as, 4 (cannot say which) .............. ;: ) 
48. If the following words were arranged in order, with what letter would the middle word begin? 
Six . Ten T:wo Eight Four . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . · ( ) 
49. If the words below were rearranged to make a good sentence, with what letter would the third 
word of the sentence begin? (Make the letter like a printed capital.) . . . 
men high the a wall built stone. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . .. ( ) 
50. If the suffering of another inakes us suffer also, we feel (?) . 
1 'worse, 2 harmony, 3 sympathy, 4 love, 5 repelled ................. ·........... ( 
51. In a foreign language, grass = Moki 
green grass = Moki Laap 
The word that means green begins with what letter? ......................... , . .. .. • . .. .. ( 
Do not stop~ Go on with tke next page. 
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52. If a m~n has walk~d west from his home 9 blocks and then walked east·4 blocks, how many 
blocks 1s he from his home?. , ....................... , ... , , . , .. , . , . ; . , , .... , , , , , .... , , ( 
53. A pitcher is to milk as ( ?) is to flowers. 
1 stem, 2 leaves, 3 water, 4 vase, 5 roots ........ ;.............................. ( 
54. Do what this mixed-up sentence tells you to do. 
sum three Write two the four and of.. ........... ; .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. ( 
55. There is a saying, "Don't count your chickens before they are hatched." This means (?) 
.. 1 Don't hurry. 2 Don't be too su.re .of the future. 3 Haste makes waste. 4 Don't 
gamble ...•................. , .......................... ~ ................. ·. . . . . . . . ) 
56. Which statement tells best just what a fork is? 
1 a thing to carry food to the mouth, 2 It goes with a knife, 3 an instrument with prongs 
at the end, 4 It goes on the table, 5 It is made of silver ........ , ................. . 
57. Wood is to a table as(?) is to a knife. 
I cutting, 2 chair,. 3 fork, 4 steel, 5 handle, .... '" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ( ) 
58. Do what this mixed-up sentence tells you to do. 
sentence the letter Write last this in ................................... , . . . ) 
59. Which one of the words below would come last in the dictionary? 
I alike, 2 admit, 3 amount, 4 across, . 5 after, 6 amuse, 7 adult, 8 affect ) 
6o. There is a saying, "He that scatters thorn~, let him go barefoot." This means(?) 
1 Let him who causes others discomforts bear them himself also. 2 Going barefoot 
toughens the feet. 3 People should pick up what they scatter. 4 Don't scatter things 
around........................................................................ ( 
61. If the following words were arranged in order, with what letter would the middle word begin? 
Plaster Frame Wallpaper Lath ·Foundation ...................... ;............. ( 
62. In a foreign language, rriany boys = :Uoka Hepo 
many girls = Marti Hepo 
many boys and girls = Boka Ello Marti Hepo 
The word that.means and begins with what letter? .......... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ) · 
63. A statement which expresses just the opposite of that which another statement expresses is 
said to be a (?) . 
1 lie, 2_contradiction, 3 falsehood, 4 correction, 5 explanation ............... ·.· .. . 
64. There is a saying, "Don't look a gift horse in the.mouth." This means(?) 
1 It is not safe to look into the mouth of a horse. 2 Although. you question the value of 
a gift, accept it graciously. 3 Don't accept a horse as a gift. 4 You cannot judge the 
age of a gift horse by his teeth ..... , ............................................. . 
65. Which one of the words below would come last in the dictionary? 
. I hedge, 2 glory, 3 label, . 4 green, 5 linen, 6 knife, 7 honor ........•........... 
66. Which- statement tells best just what a watch is? 
1 It ticks, 2 something to tell time, 3 a small, round object with a chain, 4 a vest-
pocket-sized time-keeping instrument, 5 somt!thing with a face and hands ............ . 
67. Ice is to water as water is to what? 
1 land, 2 steam, 3 cold, 4 river, 5 thirst. ................ , .................... . 
68. Which statenient tells best just what a window is? 
1 something to see through, 2 a glass door, 3 ·a frame with a glass in it, 4 a glass 
opening in the wall of a house, 5 a piece of glass surrounded by wood ............... . 
69. Which of the five words below is most like thtse three : large, red, good? 
1 heavy, 2 size, .3 color, 4 apple, 5 very ...... :................................ ( ) 
70. Write the letter that follows the letter that comes next after M in the alphabet . . . . . . . . . . . . ( ) 
71. One number is wrong in the following series. What should that number be?. 
l 2 4 8 16 24 64- .... , ......... , .. , . , ... , . , , . , , •, , , , , , , •, •,, • • . ( 
72. An uncle is to an aunt as a son is to a (?) 
1 brother, 2 daughter, 3 sister, 4 fathr.r, 5 girl. . .. . .. . . . .. . .. .. . .. . .. . .. . . .. . .. ( ) 
73. If I have a large box with 3 small boxes in it and 4 very small boxes in each of the small boxes, 
how many boxes are there in all? ................................... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ( ) 
74. One number is wrong in the following series. What should that number be? 
I 2 4 5 7 8 IO II 12 r4 .......................... "• ( ) 
75. There is a saying, "Don't ride a free horse to death." This means (?) 
1 Don't be cruel. 2 Don't abuse a privilege. 3 Don't accept gifts. 4 Don't be reckless. ( 
If you finish before the time is up, go back and make sure that CDery answer is right. 
[4] 
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GATES READING SURY.EY-FORM 1 
For Grade 3 (Second Ha1Q, Through Grade. 10 
Speed and AccLlracy, Reading Vocabulary, LeveL of Comprehension 
(a;\. BUREAU OF PUBLICATIONS •. TEACHERS COLLEGI • COLUMBIA UNI.YERSITY 
\.5) 525 Wnt 120th SlrMI, Now York 27, N, Y. ·Copyright, 1951, by Art~ur I, Gal81 
Write your name. here ..... ; ................................................. , •.... , ............................. ; ... ·................................... · 
. . ... ~....,_. ...... 
How old are you? ......•............... .,. .................................... When is your ·birtbday? .... , ............. , ..... ,'.m ............... ,..., 
ScbOQI. ••• '. ............ :·· .................................... · •••••••••• Grade ...•....• ; ................ Date .. ,. ........... , ...................... · ................ .. 
In this booklet you will find several tests of reading. 
They. will show how fast you read, how well you 
understand what you read, and how many words yqli 
know. Don't waste any time, and don't look at anyone'a 
paper. Follow your teacher's directions. The directions 
for the first test are given below. 
SPEED AND ACCU.RACY TEST 
Dlreetlom I Read theae paragraphs. Draw a line· under 
the word which best answers the quei11ion or completes 
the sentence. Draw a line under one word only. Do the 
exercises as rapidly as yo~ . can without making errors. 
Samples All night long the truck driver sat at the 
wheel of the huge trailer truck. He drove along the 
twisting highways un1il dawn. How did he feel then? 
rested ·am1111ed. frem 
On the next two pages are more paragraphs similar, 
to this sample. When your teacher. tells you to turn. 
the page, read the paragraphs and draw a line. 
under. the word which best answers the question or 
completes the sentence. Be sure to do the paragraphs 
in. order 1; 2, 3, etc., in which they _are numbered. 
Do not turn the page untih you, are told to begin. 
io tho teacher. Show tho chlld,on tho sample oxo,cl10 above. Road tho dlrutlont.. with- tho.,puAll•.and mallo tul!I tltat. th11~ lulllw,wJM,t r. 
do. Follow this sama procedure whan you come to tho 1am9lo ox.o,d1111t.Qll.1!C1g!11 4. and-6. 
Spead, 
Vocabulary, 
IMPORTANT, lo 1Uro to 1l9nal STOP at the end of tho lflpulatod.tlmo far.the. IP.ffd and Accu~ Teat, tA,."'1~..,.._.g~~.4, 
iHld a, 4 mlnutal ta, graclel 6 and up). No exact tlm• all.__....__ •et-far the at ... , two-·· l(Mjl 1'1'!41.pllpiio-~Jq 
Ylgorausly, but elv• tho• a1 much time as you think they ....... 1-n1y,.,1nute1, ar a llfflo mere, II usualll!',iP.ftk!o"t for aada tod, 
De.tolled ln1tructlon1 fa, culmlnlderlng and ,coring thi> entlra. ---a!von In the Manual (Included In oCIClt,t!'l,,package.). 
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ltllw., sca,o............................ Grad• ............................ Ago IC.Dre............................ Par cont corroct .................... m._ 
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·~) .• 1u~ 
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SPEED AND ACCURACY TEST 
(Time allowance: 6 minutes for grades 3, 4, S; 4. mlnutH for grade 6 and abeve.) 
1. Coal usually comes from mines deep in the 
ground. Men go underground to dig it out. Then. it 
is brought up to the surface. Coal is found in the 
trees sky ground water 
2; The huge animals walked slowly, swinging their 
trunks from side to side. They had big floppy ears 
and long white tusks. These animals were 
tigers deer lions elephants 
3. Although the Plains · Indians were the first to 
wear the war bonnet, many other Indians later wore 
it, too. What Indians first wore the war bonnet? 
Plains Woodlands Swamp East 
4. Henry tipped his head far back to look at the 
tops of the buildings. They seemed to reach up 
almost to the sky. The buildings must have been 
short blue tall wide 
5. She lapped up the milk in the saucer. Then she 
curled up on a bed, purred for a while, and went to 
sleep. What one of the following animals· was this? 
dog mouse pig eat 
6. Man could travel in the air before he had air-
planes. He used. a balloon to float high above the 
earth. Balloons were used before 
carriages airplanes bicycles feet 
7. Alabama has a moist, warm climate. It is a good 
pince for growing cotton and corn. If you were in 
Alabama in summer, you would expect to feel 
dry cold freezing warm 
8. Jack wanted to wash his face. First he ran hot 
water into the basin. Then he turned on the cold 
water. This made the hot water in the basin 
warmer cooler disappear boil 
9. Many people visit the Grand Canyon every 
year. They stand on its edge and look at the bottom 
of the canyon far below. The Grand Canyon is 
deep ·small shallow dull 
2 
10. Waterfalls are used to make ele~tricity. Niagara 
Falls is one of the largest waterfalls in the world. It 
. . 
is used to make a lot of 
water pools electricity noise 
11. Furniture and floors are made of hard wood. Paper 
is often made from wood which is too soft for furni-
ture or floors. From what kind of wood is paper made? 
dark hard strong. 
12, Pure, clean air has no taste nor odor. It cannot 
be seen, either. If you looked at a clear glass bottle 
· which contained only pure air, it would seem to be 
empty colored wet dirty 
13. Hippopotamus means "river horse." Hippos are 
good swimme1·s and can stay under water a long 
time. Y 611 would expect to find them near 
deserts farms rivers eities 
14. Floods can cause a lot of damage. Sometime& 
large dams are built to keep water from flooding. 
Large dams help cut down the damage caused by 
dams water r..h fire 
15. Jane picked up the receiver. She called a numa 
her. After a moment, a voice at the other end of the 
wire said, "Hello." What was Jane using? 
telel!_hone television radio iron 
16. When the English first came to this country, the 
Indians taught them how to bunt, fish, and grow corn. 
How did the Indians act toward the English at first? 
unfriendly helpful angry threatening 
17. In the early days of America, each town had its 
market day. People drove into town to buy things and 
to enjoy visiting with their friends. Market days were 
dull sad rainy 'fun 
18. It is hard to see through a heavy fog. Boats go 
slowly through the water, and cars drive slowly on 
the roads. Boats blow their foghorns to warn 9ther 
cars roads boats foghorns 
.GO RIGHT ON TO NEXT PAGE 
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SPEED AND ACCURACY TEST Continued 
19, Huck Finn and To~ Sawyl)r were often together. 
They fished. 'l'hey explored an old cave. They made 
a. raft and took a trip. Huck and Tom were 
friends slalers enemies thieves 
20, The. boat·. pushed through the icy wat.er of the 
big lake. The land was covered with ice and snow as 
far as the eye could see.· How did the air feel? 
soft warm cold eomfortable 
21. This fruit grows on a tree. At first it is small 
and green, and then, as it grows, it becomes red and 
round. What fruit is this? 
hlinana lemon cabbage apple 
22, Columbus · calltld the natives of the Americas 
"Indians" because he thought he had reached the 
East Indies. Who named the · Americ~ Indians? 
Indians natives Columbus East Indians 
23. After his name people write "M.D." He carries 
a little black bag .and takes care of people who are 
sick. He helps them ~ get well. What is he? 
lawyer doctor carpenter baker 
24. More than eighteen hundred years ago, the 
Romans built a wall in England. Some of it is still 
standing. This wall must have been 
strong paper weak thin 
25. It is easy to drive across some deserts because 
the sand is firm and dry and smooth. In the desert, 
it is not always necessary to build expensive 
houses chairs tables roads 
26. Long ago, the Great Plains Indians believed that 
thunder was made by a great bird flapping its wings. 
What did the Indians believe made thunder? 
elouds rain lightning bird 
27, The frogs croaked all night. At dawn, the birds 
began to sing. Cocks crowed and dogs barked at each 
noise. The city boy wished the country were not· llO 
.quiet .. sunny noisy green 
28. Some trees are called "evergri!ens" because thou 
leaves do not fall or change color when cold weather 
comes. When are these trees green? 
alway!! never. rarely iometimee 
29. · The tiny song sparrow flew up close to the big 
gray catbird .. The ~third hurriedly flew away from 
the crusts of bread.· The song sparrow must be a good 
layer swimmer singer fighter 
· 30. "Aqueduct" comes from two Latin words, 
' 1aqua," which means "water," and "ducere," whiclr 
means "to lead." What do aqueducts carry? 
waler .Latin sugar lead 
31. Mary went to the store to buy ice cream. The IJUU) 
asked her if she . wanted vanilla, chocolate, or straw" 
berry. How many flavors of ice cream did he havef 
two three oue four 
32, Aluminum has great. strength· and little weight.. 
It is often used to make airplanes. It is a very useful! 
metal because it is strong and 
heavy light brittle fast 
33, '\\<lien the canals of Holland freeze, the womClll 
enjoy sknting to market. Children. enjoy gliding .u 
school on the ice. What do the Dutch like to do? 
ski write skate shop 
34. Pear trees are particular. They will not bear fruit 
where it is too. cold; Their fruit will not ripen where 
it is too hot. The climate they need is 
hot moderate cold extreme. 
35, To us, a plant's flowers are importartt because 
thciy are beautiful. To the plant, they are important 
as part of seedsmakir1g. Plants make flowers fo, 
seeds warmth beauty noise 
3(). The firefly is called a "lightning bug" because ii 
gives off flashes of light. Unlike most lights, this kind 
· gives off little or no beat. Firefly light is 
hot pink eool neon 
STOP HERi 
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READING VOCABULARY TEST 
Direetlollll: Look at the first word in each line. Then find ·· this word and write its number in the blank space at the 
another word in the same line that means. the same or . right. R_ead line A, then line B, then line C below to see· . 
nearly the same as the first word. Note the number of . the way to do it. I A. dog B.red 
C. little 
1 cloud 2 bird 3 animal 4 dress 5 fish ....................... · .......................... A. ..-3_ 
1 man 2 song 3 tree 4 sit 5 color ............................................................ B. _s_ 
1 big 2 small 3 pet 4 book 5 cold .................................................... .... C. -2_ 
Now read each line on this and the next page ·and find 
the word that means the same or nearly the same as the 
first word in each line. Write its number in the blank 
space. Do as many lines as you can. 
.. 
I. baby 1 color 
2. rain 1 wood 
3. play 1 seat 
4.wood 1 water 
2 book 
2 water 
2 angry 
2 tree 
4 hat · 
4 bird 
4 food 
4 food 
5 song ...................................... :............... I. __ 
5 food .................................................... 2._· _ 
5 farm ...................... :............................. 3. --
5 bird .................................................... 4. __ 
5. ten 1 number 2 end 
3 child 
3 color 
3 game 
3 color 
3 men 4 top 5 this ........................... _ ............................ s._· _ 
6. sing 
7. penny 
8. step. 
9.roof 
10. above 
1 son 2 long 3 music 4 fruit 5 drink ...................................................... 6. --
1 heavy 2 fence 3 shell 4 coin 5 soft .................................................... 7. --
1 talk 2 farm 3 gir~ 4 strike 5 walk ... ,: ..... :.............................................. 8. --
1 water 
· 1 over 
2 cover· 
2 under 
3 bottom 
3 table 
4 shout 
4 inside 
5 cloud .................................... ,....... 9. __ 
5 after .............................................. IO. --
n. m 1 strong 2 cold 3 bitter . 4 well 5 sick ................ · ....................................... 11. --· 
12. nickel 
13. ninety 
14. cnrtain 
15. rise 
16.muehief 
17. reply 
18. onlon 
19. injury 
20. scamper 
21. quarrel 
22. flattery 
23, reliable 
24. gallant 
25. suitable 
26. overlook 
27. execute 
28, linger 
29. slacken 
SO.plough 
1 metal 2 injury 3 plant .4 bird 5 break ............................................ 12. __ 
1 building 2 money 3 large 
3 food. 
4 number 5 unsteady ............................ 13. __ 
1 number 2 song 4 bird 5 cloth ........................... , ...... ,......... 14. __ 
1 before 2 catch up 3 fall under 4 get up · 5 anger ................................ 15. __ 
l trouble 2 mistake 3 master 4 clothing 5 confusion .................... 16. _ 
1 swim 2 lift 3 speak 4. food 5 house .................................................. 17. __ 
1 stream 2 bird 3 metal 4 plain 5 vegetable ...................................... 18. __ . 
1 question 2 building . 3 interest 4 hurt 5 mark ................................ 19. __ 
1 fill up 2 sweep 3 run 4 scrub 5 stumble ........ -- ............................ 20. __ 
1 fight . 
1 light 
1 helpless 
1 swift 
1 garment 
2 pail 
2 bird 
3 question 
3 dress 
4 ·bottle 
4 attack 
2 dependable 3 dishonest 
2 brave 3 ugly 4 hard 
5 shape ........................................ 21. --
5 praise ............................................ 22. __ 
4 stormy 5 stem ........... :...... 23. __ 
5 watery ......................................... , .. 24. __ 
2 cottage 3 cheap 4 proper 5 durable .......................... 25. __ 
1 cheapen 2 miss 3 deceive 4 scorn 5 leap .......................... · ........ 26. --· 
· 1 kill 2 excuse 
1 hurryup 
1 wash 
1 bread 
2 plant 
2 whip 
2 bird 
3 examine 
3 trade 
3 cool off 
3 implement 
4 preserve 5 shout .................................. 27. __ 
4 broaden 5 stay on ................................ 28. __ 
4 slowup 5 accuse .................................... 29. __ 
4 illness 5 book .................................. _ .. 30. --. 
GO RIGHT ON TO NEXT PAGE 
READING VOCAEIULARY TEST Continued 
Sl. regulate 1declcie 2 count · 3 control 4 assemble 5. divide .............................. 31. -.--
32. minuet 1 comb 2 clock · 3 weapon . 4 boat 5 dance ................ '. ... ; ................... 32. --.-
33. extinguish 1 enter . 2 contest 3 divide 4 put out 5 leave ....................... , ...... 33. ___ _ 
34. recollect i numbers 2 remember 3 add up 4 demand ·5 steal ...................... 34. __ 
35. obvious 1 cloudy 2 secret . 3 tasty 4 selfish . 5 apparent ......................... '..; .... 35 •. -·.--
36, scurvy 1 seaweed 2 overcoat 3 hurrying 4 disease 5 food .. ; .......................... 36. __ ._ . 
37. cb~ilahle 
38. accurate 
39, gondola 
40. hideous 
1 stingy 
l correct 
1 pole 
1 noisy· 
2 boisterous · 3 constructive. 
2 polite 
2 animal 
2 stormy 
3 clean . 
3 boat 
3 selfish 
4 machine 
4 engine 
4 ugl}' 
4 viciQUS 5 generous .......... 37. --.-
5 measure· ... -... ; ............... , ..... 38. __ · 
5 gardener .................................... ·39, __ 
5 shiny ........................ , ............... 40, --
41. flank 1 company 2 fence 3 fresh 4 side 5 honest .................. ........................ 41. _. __ 
42. passionate 1 feel strongly 2 full 3 confused 4 stick to 5 dirty .................... 42. __ 
43. meditate 1 color 2 model 3 argue · 4 deceive 5 tl\ink .................. , .................. 43. __ . 
44. jeopardy 1 freedom 2 flower 3 danger 4 wonder 5 debt .............................. 44. --
45. righteous 1 homely 2 just 3 smart 4 sunny 5 Qld ........................................ 45, __ 
46. potent 1 ·powerful 2 showy 3 thug 4 humble 61111d .................................... ~--· .
47. tantalize 1 dance 2 conflne 3 oppress 4 tease 5 transform 
·························· 
47,--..:..-
48. luminous 1 foolish 2 delicate 3 shining 4 round 5 dangerous .................... 43,·-· __ . 
49. inanimate 1 lifeless 2 idiot 3 unearned ·4 impolite 5 insecure .................... 49, __ 
50. remor11e 1 recover 2 regret 3 redesign 4 move 5 defy .................................. so. ___ 
51. savory 1 pleasing 2 savage 3 stingy 4 unclean 5 shining .... ,, .... '. ..•..... , ........ 51, _ 
52. rapture· 1 injury 2 noise 8 joy 4 break . 5 shame .. : ..... , ........ ,: ................ ;;..... 52, --
53, indignant .1 correct 2 angry 3 chlldisb 4 colored · 5 unknown ...................... 53. --
54. hallueination 1 anteroom 2 federation 
3 twist 
8 trap 
4 slide 
4 delusion 5 weapon .......... 54. __ 
55. transcend .1 excel 2 . sail 5 falsify ............................................ 55. _·_. 
56. modulatfon 
57, malicious 
58. pertinaeiou1 
59, compulsory 
60. perceptible 
61. tribulation 
62. bequeath 
63. precoeiouli 
64. irresolute 
65. eonfi11eate 
1 engravinr 2 modification 
1 sweet 2 spicy 3 funny 
2 complicated 
2 required 
3 modernize 4 moulding 5 repair ...... si;.; __ 
4 courageous 5 spiteful ........................... 57, __ 
8 precious 4 tenacious 5 gracious...... 58. --·. 
3. costly · 4 voluntary 5 ~certainty...... 59. _. __ 
1 smooth 
1 ordinary 
1 tricky 2 expensive 3 visible 4 wasteful 5 modest .................. 60. __ 
1 trouble 2 stream 3 tribal 4 taxes 5 celebration ;..................... 61. --
1 flowers 2 curse 3 give 4 decorate 5 bless .................................... 62. ~ 
1 expensive 2 prepared 3 unwise 4 excellent 5 advanced ........ 63. __ 
1 irony 2 sloppy 3 cowardly 4 hesitating 5 unclean .................. 64. __ 
1 construct 2 confide 3 flatter 4 imprison 5 seize ...................... 65. __ 
STOP JfERE 
Number -correct (posolble 65). ................... Number wrong., .................. Raw score (number correct minus % number wrong) ..•.•.•••••••...••• 
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LEVEL OF COMPREHENSION TEST 
Directions, Read each paragraph. Note the space 
marked A. Note the line of words marked A. Find 
the word in line A that makes the best. sense in space 
A and draw a line under it. Do the same for the 
space marked B, and for C when there is a C. The 
sample is marked correctly. If you cannot do one 
of the paragraphs, do not spend too much time on 
it. Go on to the next item. 
Sumple: My cat is now very old. After it has had 
dinner it likes to find a soft, warllL-A....__and 
go to______JJ__ -· 
A. glass 
B. town 
cold 
sleep 
I. A new family has just come to live next door. 
Do they have any children? Here· come a boy and 
girl who are just the righL_A_to play with us. 
It will be fun to play with____B __ • 
A. write 
8. family 
fight 
him 
live 
her 
play 
door 
age 
them 
2. All day long, the birds flew from tree to tree 
and sang their songs. They hopped around on the 
ground, too, and looked for-,--A_. All night 
they sat in the trees and_B __ . 
A. books 
B. read 
dog• 
flew 
food 
cooked 
stars 
slept 
stories 
danced 
3. The honeybee flew through the air. Elaine was 
afraid. it would sting her. It passed by and went 
to a flower. Bees collect pollen from______A__when 
they gather______JJ __ • 
A. stores flowers 
B. houses · h!rds 
6 
policemen 
trouble 
steeples 
hooey 
clocks 
hay 
bed 
five 
lake 
swim 
pig 
vteces 
4. Grandmother rocked the little cradle and sang 
a quiet. song. Back and forth, back and forth, went 
the cradle. Up and down, up and down, went the 
tune of the song. Soon the_~was___B __ . 
A. lamb blanket grandmother baby neighbor 
B. asleep old awake crying angry 
5. Tim saw a clown with a painted face at the 
circus. The clown's cheeks were white and his nose 
was bright red. After that, Tim often puL_A__ 
on his___B __ and played at being a clown. 
A. mud 
B. shoes 
circus 
face 
paint 
slilrt 
jam 
tent 
clay 
cage 
6. American deer are graceful, fragile creatures. 
Except for the few that hunters shoot and eat, 
they are not useful animals. The reindeer of the 
northern regions, however, are strong. They can 
draw loaded sleds across the.._.._A__for hours 
without_______]J __ , 
A. beaches ice cream hunters 8110W forests 
B. tiring shooting company smiling speaking 
GO RIGHT ON TO NEXT PAGE 
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LEVEL OF COMPREHENSION TIST Continued 
7, · Almost all animals find it easier to walk on four 
feet, although some can be taught to walk on two. 
Man prefers to do his walking and standing on two 
____,_A_, using hie.:....____B___;,___for holding things. 
· A, hands 
B. toes 
arms· 
teeth 
.chairs 
ha.nda 
etil&s 
ean 
fee.I 
eyes 
8. When threatened, the squid will shoot forth a 
heavy cloud of dark ink, which serves · as a smoke· 
screen. Another trick of his is to· change color quickly 
and frequently. These two methods are employed 
whenever he wishes to~rom__...B_. -· 
A. become 
B. eight 
win 
danger 
borrow 
smoke 
eat escape 
platea paseengers 
9. The silence of the moon will not be shattered when 
space travelers arrive there from Earth. Without air, 
sounds cannot be carried, and so the almost ai1·less 
____A:__will remain IL.---B __ place. 
A, balloon 
B, quiet 
.sun 
noisy 
sky 
molal 
Earth 
friendly 
moon 
jolly 
10, The only diamond field in the United States 
was discovered. in 1907 by a farmer living on the land. 
It is located in southwest Arkansas. Since diamond 
fields are___A_, this discovery wllL..-..B __ , 
A. plentiful. 
B, valuelese 
small 
valuable 
aearee 
lost 
easy hard 
simple discarded 
11, The nonnal temperature of the human body ia 
98.6° Fahrenheit. Doge and cats have a temperature 
of about .101.6°. Thie is approximately---,-A.__ 
degrees · higher than . the.___,-8__ of huma.ns. 
A, . t,vo , 1l1ree four five alx·· 
weight 8. temperature intensity height · · density 
12. With the discovery of penicillin and sulfanilamide. 
man gained powerful allies in his fight against 
infectious~. He now had .the forces which 
.could .win some of the major battles againsL.__8_ 
microorganisms. 
A. laughter 
D. friendly 
drugs 
helpful 
nature 
enemy 
disease 
tintecl 
humor 
clealrable 
. . 
13. Oxygen is · spring's alarm clock that witl{es the 
sleeping creatures at the bottom of ponds. They 
exhaust i;he____A_of oxygen in the water during 
the __ JL .. ::_and need a f~ supply to stir them up; 
A. degree demand supply extent temperature 
B. fall winter summer . spring . day 
14. Words sometimes have their roots in an old 
'tale. "Serendipity" ie such a· word. It was coined 
from the story about the three Princes of Serendip, 
who were always stumbling a~ good things which. 
they were not seeking. Serendipity means the 
~-disco~ery of somet}ling....._8 __ , 
. . 
A.· aeeldental dellberate . lnfellelto11s earefui mlnlmuna · 
B, eupl,llt:r vexecl abominable mature valuable 
TURN THE PAGE AND GO RIGtiT ON 
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LEVEL .OF COMPREHENSION TEST Continued 
15, Sago .is a food obtained from the trunk · of · a 
certain variety of the palm tree. The finest sago 
. comes from large___A___..that grow in Borneo. and 
Sumatra. Each tree....Jl_yields from one to eil!'ht 
hundred po'!llids of sago. 
A, fo,rests 
B, braneh 
vines 
top 
fruits 
. root 
fires 
leaf 
.animals 
trunk 
16, The amount of work electricity can do depends 
on how many electrons are moving and how much 
force is pushing them. The quantity of electrons is 
the current, and it is . measured in units called 
amperes. Volts are the measure of the force. Ele!)tric 
meters measure both . amperes anL--.A-...Jn 
.:__B____called kilowatts. · 
A, eleetrom 
B. paek11ges 
force 
nnlts 
volts 
currents . aealea weigh ta 
17, A family in the. United States today usually 
consists .of a mother, father, and children. In other 
parts of the world, larger numbers of peoJ>le related 
by blood or by----A-.....often R __ the family 
unit. 
A, marriage reladvee · hatred 
8. 4eec,mpoae eount Invent 
ideals revenge 
eomprl84! deetroy 
18. What is the difference in a film between a 
fade-out and a dissolve? In the fade-out, the . screen 
· becomes dark. In the dissolve, the new image appears, 
as it were, behind the· other and grows strong as the 
old · image weakens, · until the new image..-..A..-..:. 
the.:__B...;._BDtirely. · . 
. A. dl1111ppears sdrs employa domlnaaea hnpre&1es 
8, eamera lem sereen aelor projeetor 
19, If you examine · a newspaper or . Dia~azine ph~to-
graph under a mapifying glass, you will discover 
it is made up of a multitude of tiny dots. The 
--A...:._.;.of the · picture increases as the number 
of dots per. square inch.__.8 __ ; -
A. ~plea amount· 1uhJeet . . phololJ'apher elarlty 
B, varle1. lnereuea i1tabillze1. !lecreu~ . evaporalel 
20, .The two. · forms of · knowledge, . aesthetic and · 
intellectual or conceptual, are indeed diverse, but this 
doaa not amount altogether ··tc,____A___and dis-
junction, as we find with two 8 · going each 
ita own way. · 
A, ldendty eonlllUlty rese~lance · !19paradon ~mlibnde . 
B, rods •pasms lorees tar1e11 vegetables · 
21, The J)OBSl'bility that a population bred for 
excellence might loae its fertility d~ 
It is remote, but it should be guarded against by 
aasociatillg B with excellence as one feature . 
9f the composite which guides tiu,_;__c.__ 
A, reward ehagrln punishment nothing allentloa 
8. fertWay people wealth lajmy honor 
C. •ta.,. lee'1lng · eonvenatlon .. breeding atream 
STOP .HERE 
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GATES READING SURVEY~ F.ORM 2 
For Grade 3 (Second Half) Through·G~de io 
Speed and Accuracy, Reading Vocabulary, Level of Comprehension 
(tb\ BUREAU OF PUBLICATIONS • TiACHERS COUEGE· • COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY 
@: 525 West !20th Street, New York 27, N. Y. Copyrlaht, 1958, l,y Arthu, I. Gates · 
Write your name here ...................................................... ; ..•...... ; ................... ; ................................................... . 
How old are YOU? ............... ,._... ................................... '. ..... When is your birthday? .................. : .......... ; ................. · 
School. ..•.... ,.· .....•...... , ................................ : .....•.... Grade ......................... Date .......... ; ..... , ••.. ; ....... , .....•...... ;., .... ;, .. 
In this booklet you· will find several tests of reading. 
They will show bow fast you read, how well you 
understand what you read, and bow many· words you 
know. Don't waste any time, and don't look at anyone's 
paper. Follow yolir teacher's directions; The directions 
for the first test are given below. 
SPEED AND ACCURACY TEST 
Direeilon111 Read these paragraphs. Draw a line under 
the word which best answers the question or completes 
the sentence. Draw a line under one word only. Do the 
exercises as rapidly as you can without making errors. 
Samples All night long the truck driver sat at the 
wheel of the huge trailer truck. He drove along the 
. twisting highways until dawn. How did be· feel then? 
reaied amused 
On the next two pages are more paragraphs similar 
to this sample. When your teacher tells you to t'1l'Jl 
. the page, read the paragraphs and draw a line 
under the word which best answers the question or 
completes the sentence. Be sure to do the paragraphs 
in order 1, . 2, 3, etc., in which they are numbered. 
Do not turn the page until you _are told to begin. 
To lhe· teacher, Show the children the sample •xercloe above. ·Read the.directions wllh the pupll1 and make sure that they know. what to 
do. Follow this some procedure when you come lo the sample exercises on pages 4 and ·6. 
Speed, 
Vocabulary, 
IMPORTANT, le aura to sl9nal STOP at the end of the stlpulated time for the Speed and Accurocr Te1t (6 minutes for 9rade1 :i, 4, 
and 51 4 minute, for grade• 6 and up). No exact time allowances ara set for the other twa tests. Keep i,our pupils -•king 
vl9orou1lr, 1,ut give them a1 much time as r.ou ihhik lher need, twentr minute•, or o llttle m!'re, Is u1uallr 1uftlclent for each test,· .. 
lletalled Instructions for administering and 1carln9 the entire test are given In the Manual (Included In each te1t.packo9e). 
Raw ,core............................ Grade score ....... ,................ Age score .......................... .. Reading accuracy1 
Raw score ................... ,........ Grade score........................ Age score .......................... .. Per cent 00,...1 ............ ; ........... _ 
Comprehension: Row score............................ Gr11de score........................ Age score ........................... . Accuracy rating ......................... . 
Averages: Grade score ............ - ... -.. Age score ........................... . 
Prlated la U.S.A. 
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SPEED AND ACCURACY TEST 
(Time allowanc•: 6 minutes for grades 3, 4, S1 4 minute, for grade 6 and abov•.) 
1. Betty and Sally put on their best dresses and 
their new shoes. They wrapped their gifts carefully 
in colored paper. They were going to a 
fire movie party playground 
2. Billy sat on the window sill. Outside, the . wind 
was blowing the snow into whirling clouds. Billy felt 
warm and comfortable as be watched through the 
book window mirror tunnel 
3. Elsie and Ed sat down at a table. The waiter 
oome over to them with a menu and asked them 
what they would like to eat. Where were Elsie and Ed? 
resianrant classroom hut movie 
4. Jim walked .out to the end of the pier. He fixed 
the line on his rod and put the bait on the hook. He 
threw the end of the line into the water to catch a 
bird line fish deer 
5. In Canada, some of the people speak French; 
some speak English, and some speak bcith. How many 
languages are spoken in Canada? 
three two oue four 
6. Coconuts grow at the top of tall trees. Skillful 
climbers go up the slim trunks and throw down the 
fruit. What do you have t.o do to pick coconuts? 
bend eat climb hop 
7. Harry put on his bathing suit. He packed his 
lunch. He took a towel from the shelf and put his 
comb in his pocket. What was Harry going to do? 
.swim study ski read 
8. Jake's dog, Bonnie, won the blue ribbon at the 
dog show. Photographers took pictures of Jake and 
Bonnie for the newspaper. How did Jake feel? 
sad ashamed lonely 
9. The sun stood high in the sky. Mothe1·s were 
busy, for soon the children would be coming home to 
have their lunch. About what time of day was it? 
11:30 4:30 6:00 9:00 
2 
10. Joe ate a piece of chocolate cake. Then he ate 
some cookies. After that he had a few candies. What 
sort of food did Joe like to eat? 
fruit sweele meat vegetables 
11, The stars are bright at night, and seem quite 
near. Actually, they are so far away it takes their 
light millions of years to reach us. Stars are 
far near dark new 
12. Plains Indians usually lived in tents and moved 
about often. In the Sahara Desert, people live in 
the same way. The people of the Sahara live in 
houses store• hula tents 
13. · Mary was sad because she was all alone on her 
birthd;;y. All at once, her friends ran in, crying, 
"Happy birthday, Maryl" What sort of party was this? 
graduation aurprlee Christmas Halloween 
14. In 1763 the English defeated the French in a war 
called the French and Indian War. Indians fought on 
both sides. Who won this war? 
F1·encl, Amerlcall8 English Canadians 
15. Mary pulled and tugged at the knob. She was 
not able to turn it. It was a cold day to be locked 
outside. What was Mary trying to open? 
box bag safe .door 
16. Our language, which already has a million 
word!!, gains thousands more each year. The 
number of words in our language is at least 
500 1,000 10,000 1,000,000 
17. Horses that run on bard and rocky surfaces 
must wear horseshoes to prevent their hoofs from 
being hurt. What are horseshoes used for? 
protection beauty style warmth 
18. When we take a photograph, we "write with 
light." That is what the word means. In. taking a 
photograph, it is necessary to· have a camera and 
11aintb1"ush 11encil darkness light 
GO RIGHT ON TO NEXT PAGE 
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19. Many animals live in Australia which are found 
nowhere else. One of the most interesting of these 
is the kangaroo. Where do kangaroos live? 
England Ausiralia Africa China 
20. The more branches a maple tree has, the more 
syrup it gives. If. a maple. tree gave a large amount 
of syrup, you would guess that its branches · were 
small few weak many 
21. Clouds are made of little drops of water hanging 
in the air. When a clo:ud becomes too heavy with 
water, the water falls out·of the cloud. Then it becomes 
rain wood elouds leaves. 
22. Without light there is no. color. When a room is 
completely dark, colors cannot be seen.· Really the 
colors ai:e not there .. In the ~rk, everything is 
blue green eolorless pink 
23. A chickadee is small and lively. It makes many 
short flights. It is always hopping about. It likes io 
hang upside down from a branch. A chickadee is a 
vegetable fish eat bird 
24, Joe has a toothache, and it is extremely painfui. 
He wants to get rid of the pain, and·so he is going to 
someone who can fix his tooth. To whom will he go? 
lawyer dentist tea eh er friend 
25. Switzerland has little land and few people. The 
Swiss people work hard, however, and their country 
is clean and prosperous. Switzerland is 
large small dirty poor 
26. The sun is a star that keeps the earth warm. With-
out it, people could not raise food. It keeps them 
from freezing. What is the sun? 
moon star earth· 
. 27. An object traveling through the air at high speeds 
will become hot. A way must be found to keep rocket 
ships cool as they go swiftly through the 
selentists airplanes· water air 
28, Crabs have hard shells. The shells will not 
stretch, and so the crab must keep growing new shells 
as it gets bigger. How many shells does a crab grow? 
seve~al one· none two 
29, A woodpecker pecks at trees . with its hill and 
makes a loud rapping noise. It is looking for insect.a · 
to eat. Where does the woodpecker fu)d ·its food? 
trees bill ftowerli 
30. The temperature in Death Valley, California, 
has been as high as 134"F. Most people like the tem• 
perature to be between 60° and 80•. Death Valley is 
freezing cold hot high 
31. Scientists now believe that sunlight and starlight 
are alike. They .· think, too, that both are made in 
the same way. What is starlight like? 
eleetrielty sunlight dal'knesa fire 
32. The Greeks believed in· a sun god, Apollo. They 
thought the sun · moving across the sky was Apollo 
driving his chariot. Apollo was the sun god of the 
Romans English Greeka French 
33. Although they no longer look alike, the rhinocel'08 
and the horse were once close relatives. What animal 
was once a close relative of the horse? 
dog eat giraffe rhlnoeeroa . 
34. Before the Indians had horses, their tepees were 
small because they had to carry them on their backs. 
After they had. horses~ their teI>ees could be 
larger s1naller ligbter brighter 
35. Bill ate some salty nuts. He went to the drink-
ing fountain. When he turned it on, no water came 
out. The fountain was broken. How did Bill feel? 
thirsty happy brolieu tired 
36. When water freezes, it takes up more room, If 
a crack in a rock is filled with water, and the wat.er 
freezes, then it is likely that the rock wilf 
freeze shrink split •pill 
·STOP HEU 
Speed: Raw acol'G (number correct)·-------------- Accu~acy;; ·Record· number an8Mpfad ....... ,..,..~-----• then consult. Manual to ft~ accuracy score 
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READING VOCABULARY TEST 
~lions: Look at the first word in each line. Then find this word and write itil number in the blank space at the 
another word in the same line that means. the· same or right. Read line A, then line B, then line C bel_ow to see 
nearly the same as the first word. Note the number of the way to do it •. I A. dog 1 cloud 2 bird- 3 animal 4 dress 5 fish ............ · .............. · ........................ · A • ........3-8.· red 1 man 2 song 3 tree 4 sit 5 color· ............................... , .............................. B. _5_ 
C. little _1 big · 2 small 3 pet 4 book 5 cold ....................... · ..... , .. , ..... i ............. ,....... C. ~-
Now read each line on this and the next page and find first word in e.ach line, Write itil n~ in the bla'1k 
the word that means the same or_ nearly the _same as the space. Do as many lines as you can. 
I. houae 1 fruit 2 bird 
2. dinner 1 buy 2 food 
3 hal'lll 
3 tree 
4 ·color 
4 dark 
5 home .................................. ; ..... :......... I. --
5 day.• .. .-......... ; ...... : ............... ;.................. 2, -· -· 
3.hot 1 fight 2 heavy 3 warm 4 sweet 5 small ................ ;................................. s. -·-.-
··lL· girl 1 child 2 cold 3 glass 4 bird _5 water · .......... : ............. , ............................. · 4. __ ·-,-· . · · 
5. animal 1 wood 2 color 3 place 4. horse 5 tree ........................................ .,...... 5, -. ___ .._· . · 
: .. . ' . . 
1 darl!: 2 tree 3 stone 4 number 5 wood ...................................... _,....... 6. _. ___ : .··· 
1 eating 2 seeing 3 hurt 4 reading 5 going ....... ,.: ......... ,, ..... ;........... 7. __ :_._ .. • 
6. ahree 
7.movlng 
8,slxteen 
9, akirt. 
· 1 money 
1 dance 
2 place 3 quiet 4 number • 5 stingy .................................... · B. _;_,,-..;. 
2 game 3 dress .4 paper 5 hurry .... : ............................. '.............. 9, __ . 
10. carry 1 take 2 eat 3 hit 4 throw 5 buy ,· .................................... -................. 10, · 
.. 
ll, howling · 1 game 2 weapon 3 bird 4 simple 5 yelling .............................. · ...... 11, .. -·-.-·-· 
12. crow 1 group 2 lift · 3. building 4 place 5 bird ................................................ 12. --· • 
13, overflow 1 catch up 2 runciver 3 decei~ 4 flatter 5 smell .......................... 13, __ . · 
. . . . . . 
14. daughter ·. 1 color 
15, chocolate · 1 food. 
_2 place 
2 tardy 
3 darker 4 child 5 game ............................ : ...... , .... · 14. ·_. _ . 
3 crayon ·4 metal .5 tool ................. · .. , ................ ,, .. 1s; --.- : 
16. slipper 
17, ehampic,n 
18. ordinary 
1 falldown 
·l winner 
1 dainty 
2 toy 3 shoe · 4 candy 
2 horse 3 lake 4 bully 
2 common . · 3 cheap 4 shiny 
_5 bird ............. _ ............................. 16; _._ 
5 drink ., .................................... ·11 •. -·-. 
5 deep .................................. 18. -. _ 
19. whirl 1 run 2 spin 3 hurry 4 whine 5 color ................................... , ..... , ........ 19. --. 
20. palace 1 . king 2 beauty 3 animal 4 building 5. drink .................... ,............... 20. --. _ 
21. moist 
22.auaek 
23. exhibit 
24. recite 
25, villain 
26.mercllul 
27. fantastic 
28, quantity 
29. Jlghten 
SO. bleak 
1-lift up 
1 assault 
1 fight 
1 keep 
, 1 woman 
1 cruel 
2 ship 
2 sharpen 
2 show 
2 cutup· 
2 animal 
2 pretty 
. . 
3 animal . 4 metal 5 wet ..... : ........................................ 21, __ 
3 polish 4 shout· 5 demand ......................... : ...... ·22. __ 
3 confuse 4 preserve 5 shout .................. , ................. 23, --. 
3 report 4 rejoin 5 shine:., ............................ , ............ 24. __ 
3 scoundrel . 4 town .5· plant ................................ 25,- · 
3 stuffed 4 stormy 5 kindly .................... , ........... 26. -. -.. 
1 pretty 2 strange 3 unfair 4 cheap ' 5 expensive ...... .................... 27, __ . 
1 amount 2 can 3 drink 4 value 5 food ................. ......... ............ .... 28. --. _ 
1 lengthen 2 stagger 3 attack . 4 CQnfuse 5 reduce ........................ , ... 29. __ · 
1 high 2 sunny 3 dreary 4 sour 5 hard ...................................... ,......... 30, --·-
GO RIGHT ON TO NEXT PAGE 
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31. vicious l mixed up · 2 hungry 3 dripping 4 wicked 5 paint ... , ...................... 31, _. __ 
32. pre,ious 1 wet 2 expensive 3 before 4 friendly 5 smart .............................. 32. __ 
33. latter 1 apron 2 book 3 smooth 4 tear 5 add up .......................................... 33. __ 
34. readily 1 smooth 2 clear 3 easily 4 slowly 5 painfully ................................ 34. __ 
35. mirth 1 joy 2 candy 3 flower 4 anger 5 confusion ........................................ 35. __ 
36. acquire 1 crowd 2 prevent 3 sell 4 injure 5 secure, ...................................... 36. __ 
_ 37, participate 1 turn under 2 divide 3 persecute 4 join in 5. cut up ................ 37. __ . _. 
38; impudent 1 unwise 2 rude 3 wasteful 4 poor 5 sickly ................................ 38. __ 
39. valor 1 fortress 2 dough 3 courage 4 coating· 5 tool .................................... 39. ~ 
40. suspend 
41, condense 
42. narrative 
1 hang 2 hurry 3 pretend 4 cut up 5 spring .................................. 40. __ 
1 divide 2 can 3 heat 4 reduce 5 criticize .................................... 41. _. _ 
1 order 2 stairway 3 sailor 4 fisherman 5 story .......................... 42. __ 
43. hindrance 1 falsehood 2 retreat 3 support 4 fault 5 interference .............. 43. --
, 44. genial 1 soft 2 friendly 3 naughty 4 burned 5 race ...................................... 44. ·--
45. persecution 1 oppression 2 cooked 3 auction· 4 battle 5 fire ...................... 45. __ 
46. segment 1 seed 2 part 3 combination 4 rudder 5 guess .............................. 46. __ 
47. incredulous 1 unbelieving 2 fearless 3 dependable 4 sickly 5 gullible ..... ... 4 7. __ 
- 48. populace 1 publish 2 medicine 3 coat 4 people 5 statement ........................ 48. _ 
49. vagrant 1 worm 2 tool 3 tramp 4 direction 5 soldier ...... ................ .............. 49. --
50. rigidity 1 coldness 2 stiffness 3 strange 4 hunger 5 availability .................. 50. --
51. opportune 1 cheap 2 expensive 3 timely 4 faulty 5 crafty ............ ,............. 51. __ 
52. acute 1 sharp 2 funny 3 idiotic 4 fearful 5 horrible ................. ................... 52. __ 
53. adjacent 1 under 2 next to 3 double 4 fearful 5 cowardly .......................... 53. __ 
54. innumerable 1 durabli;i 2 lasting 3 colored 4 unknown 5 many ................ 54. __ 
55. myriad 1 hive 2 jewel 3 chain 4 scattered 5 many ...................................... 55. __ 
56. complacent 1 contented 2 contrary 3 pretty. 4 generous 
4 haughty 
5 expensive ........ 56, __ 
5 disgraceful...... 57. __ 57. contemptible 1 brilliant 2 argumentative 3 honest 
58. admonish 
59. suppress 
60. circuitous 
61. paten,al 
62. obscene 
63. pilfer 
64. bulwark 
65. fallacious 
1 strangle 2 mix 3 punish 4 advise 5 praise ...... .................... ...... 58. __ 
1 print 2 stop 3 criticize 4 supply 5 make up .............................. 59. --
1 indirect 2 affluent 3 plentiful 4 stingy 5 am11zing .................. 60. -·--. 
1 foreign 
1 _scenic 
.1 strain 
1 post 
2 dull 
2 foul 
2 invent 
2 challenge 
3 secretive 4 fatherly 5 boastful .......................... 61. __ 
3 rural 4 clean 5 subtle .......................................... 62. __ 
3 poison 4 steal 5 retreat ........................................ 63. __ 
3 defense 4 achievement · 5 gun ........................ 64. --· 
1 dangerous 2 explosive 3 fearless 4 faulty 5 fashionable .......... 65. __ . 
STOP HERE 
Number correct (posiibla 65) .................... Number wrong .................... Raw score. (number correct minus Y• number wrong) .................. .. 
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LEVEL OF COMPREHENSION TEST 
Dlreellon11 Read each paragraph. Note the space · 
marked A, Note the line · of words . marked A, Find 
the word in line. A that makes the best !!E!nse in space 
A and draw a line under it. Do the same for the 
space marked B, and for C · when there is a. c. · The 
sample is marked correctly. . If ·· you cannot do one 
of the par~graphs, do not spend too much time cm 
it. Go on to the next item. 
S;....ple1 My cat is now very old. Aft.er it bas bad 
dinner it likes to find a soft, w~ 
go 1;o_;_B __ 
A. glau eold 
B,'town ~ 
1, We have a playroom in our~ It is 
down in the ba!!Elment, so we need an electric 
D even on sunny days. 
A, tent 
B, storm 
holl88 
friend 
bed 
Dpt 
ear 
ladder 
"lake 
engine 
2, My. little brother bas , big box of play blocks. 
I help bim._:_A.__towers and bridges, but be .likes.' 
1;o_;_]l __ theIJi all down. 
A, burn 
·e. eat 
buUd 
ery 
..... 
swim 
&boot 
knc,ck 
sleep 
Bell 
s. Bob's · father took him for a ride in an airplane. 
It ~ed across the airfield and soon it was bi the 
. air. It climbed higher and higher. From high up in 
tbL...;_A__, the houses fai below,___B __ tiny. 
.A. sky 
B. looked 
6 
water airfield 
amelled · flew · 
pUot 
walked 
oeean 
felt 
bed 
five 
lake 
swim 
4. Our bread is made from wheat that comes mostly 
from· the central · part of· the United States. In this 
part of our country there are many large-A..._ 
with· huge fields· of....:__o----8Dd other grains. 
A. balloom 
n_. wheat 
boltl8 
. apples 
farms 
pean 
eaglnea 
, lelluee 
riven 
filh 
5. Electric-eye doors are useful in such places as 
railway stations and stores. In these places, people 
are likely to. be carrying__A__and therefore do 
not have their D · free to open doors. 
A. woea 
B, feet 
paekagea 
noee 
radiators 
eplrila 
doon 
hands 
trains .. 
ener11 
6. . When Bert was eight years old, his parents gave 
bb a pony. First be learned to ride. Then be 
taught the pony.~ littl~-
A. push pull ride laugh fly 
B. lenee eandwleh wagon automobile p,ld)e 
. GO RIGHT ON TO NEXT PAGE 
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7, Today most homes stay in one place, and food 
is kept in the refrigerator. Once, however, food was 
on the hoof and had to be followed. Hunters and 
their familieg____A______after the-B---.and car-
ried their houses with them. 
A. flew wished followed stroked swam 
medicine men B. stores meteors refrlgerato.- animals 
8. Plastic is a relatively new material. It has become 
of major importance in a short time. Strength and 
flexibility are the two outstanding qualities which 
make it..__A__for many different__B_· -·-· 
A. attractive edited useful manageable frightful 
B. schools lnstanees grounds boys purposes 
9. Alexander Graham Bell was a teacher of the deaf. 
Because of his work with people who lived in a 
___A_ ___ world, he became interested in the prob-
lems of sound. Our telephone is a___B __ of this 
interest. 
A, noisy brilliant soundless 
B. faull charge forerunner 
slnllc 
teacher 
changeless 
result 
10. On mountaintops, liquids boil at lower tempera-
tures because of diminished air pressure. Spacemen 
must wear pressurized suits where there is little 
__A___in order to keep their blood from 
__JJ __ . 
A. waler food 
B. disappearing boiling 
soda 
fading 
air 
leaping 
liquid 
stuffing 
11. A new problem confronts the landscape gardener. 
He must consider his art as seen from the air. With , 
_A__travel steadily increasing, a communicy 
must give more and more attention to its appearance 
from the____B __ 
A. automobile 
B. clouds 
undergrouml 
highway 
sea 
ocean 
train 
Immel 
airplan~ 
station 
12, Iron ore is first melted into pig iron. From thit 
pig iron all other types of iron and steel are made 
As pig iron is hard and brittle, it can be used onl) 
for~articles that do not receive much 
__ JJ __ , It breaks easily. 
A. finding 
B. p1·essure 
throwing 
cleaning 
breaking 
altenlion 
making 
light 
cleaning 
heat 
13. It is economically sound to control water. Too 
much water means the destruction of life and property 
by flood. Too little water often brings the same 
results by drought. When water is controlled, it ie 
available for___A___and for___B __ , 
A, Irrigation 
B, drowning 
waste ,lestruclion music problem• 
floods scenery. housing power 
14. Ceremony plays its part in every society. It 
provides the greeting, "Good Morning," with which 
we acknowledge an event as minor as tbe _ _A_ _ 
of a new day. It establishes the form in which we 
observe major events such as.._B __ or death. 
A, passing 
B. head colds 
end memory 
quarrels marriage 
decline coming 
picnics parties 
TURN THE PAGE AND GO RIGHT ON 
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15. Of the several kinds of birds that once were 
common in the United States but are now____A___, 
the Passenger Pigeon is perhaps the most famous. 
There were once so many that their millions 
__ o __ the sky. 
A, extinct prevalent numefou• unpopular huge 
B. replaced swallowed conquered darkened refused 
16. The regulation double-hung window in which 
each sash slides past the other, the outer one on top, 
was invented by, or at the time of, Thomas Jefferson. 
It is said he was annoyed at the way casement 
windows tangled with the draperies. Since then, 
____.A_windows have become __ B____in many 
parts of the country. 
A, bay casement picture 
B. doors standard blind• 
double-hung screen 
bigger weaker 
17. With great reluctance man surrendered his belief 
in the earth as the center of the universe. To accept 
the idea that the earth is merely one of nine planets 
____.A_a. dying star seemed to-8---111an's 
importance. 
A. fighting cheating lighting escaping circling 
B, distill prove diminlih cboose increase 
18. A space. station would be the earth's second 
satellite, but its first of the man-made· variety. The 
moon is our first satellite, and a space station would 
behave according to the same____.A_laws that 
__ n __ the moon. 
A. natural tyrant's man-mode legislated popular 
8. trnuble pe,·•uade created nourisb govern 
19. Since any object consumes its own mass as it 
gives off energy, the sun will eventually become an 
____A___cinder at the center of our-8 __ 
solar system. 
. A. altruistic elated effervescent exhausted ebulllcn. 
B. m11ndane livid frigid ergot frenetic 
20. "No matter if the facts be physical or moral, 
they all. have their causes .•• Vice and virtue are 
p1·oducts, like vitriol and sugar; and every__,\_ 
phenomenon arises from other more simple__B __ 
on which it,hangs." 
A. ghastly eccentric raucous complex imaginary 
B. trivia phenomena. couneela prodigality annulment• 
21. A part of a man can govern and otherwise 
____A___other parts of him. Supernatural and 
abstract__B __ operate on man by · habits and 
ideals instilled in him, especially in early life. It is 
only as notions of God, duty, etc., take up their 
abode in men that they become political_c_, 
A, stop 
B. anlmalo 
C. traders 
Injure 
men 
forces 
lnlluence 
money 
devils 
abhor 
lights 
!eancas 
tolerate 
entitles 
vapors 
STOP HERE 
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APPENDIX E 
PERSONALITY ADJUSTMENT SCALE 
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PERSONALITY ADJUSTMENT SCALE, TURNER (1961) 
1. Unusually well-adjusted 
2. Above average in his cooperation and interest in his work 
3o Average in his attitudes in class and interest in his work 
4., Not as cooperative nor as interested in his work as the average 
pupil 
,. Emotional difficulties which make him uncooperative and not 
interested in his work 
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APPENDIX F 
RAW SCORES FOBM I STANFORD ACHIEVD1JmT TEST 
INTEBMEDIATE II READING TESTS 
111 
48 
55 
45 
47 
64 
38 
57 
63 
48 
51 
45 
62 
42 
47 
37 
64 
39 
TAm.E F-I 
RAW SCORES FORM X ST.AN.VORD ACHIEV»11!1fT TEST 
INTERMEDIA'l$ II READING TESTS 
Group A Group B 
67 51 
60 59 
55 62 
69 59 
56 64 
63 42 
52 62 
57 38 
69 59 
63 67 
42 48 
48 37 
47 59 
63 30 
32 42 
36 24 
56 .37 
112 
65 
59 
39 
,5 
55 
63 
55 56 
53 
62 
63 
28 
62 
.36 
42 
34 
41 
APPENDIX G 
I.Q. SCORES OTIS SELF-AOONISTER.!NG TESTS OF MENTAL ARCLITI 
INTEBMEDlA'fE EXAMINATION FORM A 
113 
TABLE G .. I 
I.Q. SCORES OTIS SELF-ADMINISTERING TESTS OF MENTAL ABILITY 
INTERMEDIATE EXAMINATION FORM A 
Group A · Group B 
109 116 109 116 
10, 113 106 114 
10, 108 104 109 
103 104 103 10; 
101 104 101 104 
99 102 100 102 
98 101 98 101 
97 102 91 101 
95 100 9, 101 
92 100 95 100 
95 98 95 91 
92 95 93 95 
88 95 92 94 
91 94 91 93 
91 93 91. 92 
94 90 91 90 
90 85 90 85 
APPENDIX H 
11, 
Speed and 
Accuracy 
12 30 
21 14 
11 14 
13 16 
11 1h 
9 16 
11 10 
17 13 
11 22 
12 14 
13 12 
10 11 
5 17 
12 19 
9 9 
11 10 
7 13 
TABLE H-I 
RAW SCORES GATES READING SURVEY - FORM l 
GROUP A 
Level of 
Vocabulary Comprehension 
35 38 19 31 
28 34 26 21 
25 28 26 26 
20 32 22 26 
.31 27 20 26 
.34 32 20 26 
27 19 29 19 
37 29 30 29 
19 29 24 27 
26 28 24 28 
30 21 21 19 
21 38 16 31 
10 20 9 14 
30 30 19 33 
26 28 16 14 
31 17 20 23 
26 31 6 25 
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Overall 
Average 
66 99 
75 69 
62 68 
55 74 
62 67 
63 74 
67 48 
84 71 
54 78 
62 70 
64 52 
47 80 
24 51 
61 71 
51 51 
62 50 
39 39 
Speed and 
Accuracy 
15 16 
20 18 
10 15 
18 12 
20 21 
14 18 
12 16 
9 14 
11 18 
18 14 
14 9 
10 9 
13 10 
2 12 
11 15 
10 9 
8 13 
TABLE H-II 
RAW SCORES GATES READING SURVEY - FORM 1 
GROUP B 
Level of 
Vocabulary Comprehension 
29 30 29 28 
. 46 30 25 27 
40 19 22 23 
27 24 23 31 
32 35 22 29 
21 27 20 28 
36 37 27 28 
25 21 23 20 
26 23 29 20 
34 26 29 22 
28 28 28 14 
23 11 18 0 
35 20 32 15 
15 28 3 20 
26 24 25 17 
19 15 14 13 
25 24 9 15 
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Overall 
Average 
73 74 
91 75 
72 57 
68 67 
74 85 
55 13 
75 81 
57 55 
66 61 
81 62 
70 51 
51 20 
80 45 
20 60 
62 56 
43 37 
42 68 
APPENDIX I 
RAW SCORES GATES READIWG SURVEY - FORM 2 
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TABLE I ... I 
RAW SCORES GATES READING SORvEY - FORM 2 
GROVP A 
Speed and Level or. Overall 
Accuracy Vocabulary Comprehension Average 
11 29 29 37 2, 28 6$ 94 
12 ·-·1,5"· 36 . 27 33 29 81 71 
18 20 30 41 28 29 76 90 
19 17 21 38 23 29 63 84 
16 17 27 33 24 30 67 80 
11 20 38 40 24 28 73 88 
15 16 38 26 28 24 81 66 
16 19 39 35 27 27 82 81 
18 25 27 44 30 25 75 94 
15 18 24 30 22 24 61 72 
9 21 34 29 22 25 65 75 
10 16 30 36 27 33 67 85 
8 18 16 29 14 20 38 67 
13 19 32 31 28 .32 73 82 
10 22 27 26 18 16 55 64 
17 14 28 22 30 19 7$ 65 
12 20 25 32 13 28 50 80 
Speed and 
Accuracy 
16. 23 
22 23 
20 16 
21 19 
21 27 
19 20 
12 20 
13 16 
15 19 
17 18 
15 13 
14 13 
12 16 
5 11 
12 17 
11 12 
12 14 
TABLE I-II 
RAW SCORES GATES READING SURVlY..,.... FORM 2 
GROUP B 
Level or 
"' 
Vocabulary Compre)lension 
35 38 32 33 
33 35 35 27 
39 23 17 21 
31 29 .34 27 
40 41 34 31 
25 33 18 32 
30 32 27 35 
28 29 19 19 
30 32 29 23 
41 29 23 20 
33 34 21 22 
29 2.3 24 11 
40 30 28 15 
2 25 2 21 
25 29 22 22 
38 16 27 11 
16 19 14 13 
120 
,', 
Overall 
Average 
83 94 
90 85 
76 60 
86 75 
9$ 99 
62 a, 
69 85 
60 64 
74 74 
81 67 
69 69 
67 47 
80 61 
9 57 
59 68 
76 39 
42 46 
APPENDIX J 
PERSONALITY ADJUSTMENT RATINGS 
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Group 
September 
2 3 
3 2 
3 4 
3 3 
3 .3 
4 2 
.3 3 
.3 3 
3 2 
.3 .3 
.3 3 
4 5 
3 4 
3 4 
4 4 
4 4 
2 5 
TABLE J-I 
PERSONALITY ADJUSTMPJIT RATING 
A Group 
f{arch September 
l 2 2 . 3 
3 3 3 3 
3 3 3 3 
l 2 4 .3 
2 3 2 4 
3 2 2 4 
3 2 2 3 
2 l 4 2 
.3 2 3 4 
3 3 4 s 
2 4 3 3 
s 5 4 3 
3 5 4 5 
l 3 3 5 
3 5 5 2 
3 4 5 3 
2 4 4 .3 
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B 
March 
l 4 
3 2 
4 2 
4 3 
l 4 
2 4 
2 4 
3 3 
.3 4 
3 5 
4 4 
3 3 
3 5 
.3 4 
.3 2 
4 3 
4 4 
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